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SERIOUS AVIATION INCIDENT REPORT    

Aircraft: Airbus A321-211 

Nationality and registration:  Danish, OY-VKA 

Owner: Sunshine Leasing Ltd, Cayman Islands 

User: My Travel Airways Scandinavia1, Denmark  

Crew: 2 pilots and 5 cabin crew  

Passengers: 210 adults and 6 children  

Place of incident: Sandefjord Airport Torp (ENTO), runway 18 

Time and date of incident: Sunday 26 March 2006 at 19:58 hrs. 

 
All times and dates referred to in this report are stated in local time (UTC + 2 hours) unless 
otherwise specified.  

INCIDENT NOTIFICATION 

The Aviation Section on-call service (currently the aviation department) of the Accident 
Investigation Board of Norway (AIBN) was notified of the accident by the air traffic controller on 
duty at ENTO. An accident investigation inspector arrived on the scene the same night, while a  
second accident investigation inspector arrived at Torp the following morning.  

SUMMARY         

An Airbus A321, with registration OY-VKA and flight number VKG866, flew from Tenerife 
Airport (GCTS) to Sandefjord Airport Torp (ENTO) on 26th of March 2006.  
 
The first officer was Pilot Flying (PF) and the commander was Pilot Not Flying (PNF). The crew 
reviewed updated weather and runway status before commencing the approach to ENTO. Air 
Traffic Information Services (ATIS) indicated dry runway and Braking Action (BA) GOOD. 
 
When checking in on TWR frequency, the crew was informed that the runway was contaminated by 
8 mm wet snow with a measured (Friction Coefficient, FC) of 32-33-31. These numbers indicated a 
MEDIUM BA.  
 
The crew requested wind information in order to check for any crosswind or tailwind limitations. 
They made a mental consideration regarding the landing conditions and decided that it was 
acceptable to perform the landing. The airplane got high on the glide slope after passing 250 ft 
Radio Height. This resulted in a touch down approximately 780 metres from the threshold. After 
landing the crew experienced POOR braking action and suspected auto brake failure. The first 
officer performed maximum manual braking without noticing any BA. After landing the crew 
                                                 
1 MyTravel Airways Scandinavia AS changed its name to Thomas Cook Airlines Scandinavia AS effective from 9 May 
2008 
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experienced POOR BA and suspected a brake failure. The commander took control, pulled the Park 
Brake (PB) and steered the aircraft with Nose Wheel Steering (NWS) towards the left side of the 
runway with guidance from the first officer. 
 
The effect of the PB and NWS was that the aircraft skidded sideways towards the end of the runway 
18. This resulted in increased deceleration and the aircraft stopped at the very end of the hard 
surfaced runway, with the nose wheel against a concrete antennae base.  
 
The crew advised the TWR about the anticipated runway excursion while the aircraft skidded 
towards the end. This allowed the TWR to alert the fire and rescue crew even before the aircraft had 
stopped. The fire and rescue service functioned as expected. 
 
No persons were injured and the aircraft got some skin and nose wheel damage. The commander 
shut down the engines and evacuated the passengers through the forward left cabin door. The 
passengers were transported to the terminal building by buses while the crew remained in the 
aircraft being towed to the terminal. 
 
This incident is similar to several other runway excursions on slippery runways in Norway during 
the later years. The incidents have many similar causal factors and AIBN does not see any safety 
benefits of investigating each of these individual incidents. AIBN is therefore working on a general 
report on winter operations and friction measurements. That report will highlight the common cause 
factors related in this type of incidents. The report will specifically highlight safety areas of general 
nature which are outside of the airline operators direct are of responsibility. This incident at 
Sandefjord Airport Torp is investigated separately in order to highlight the safety areas which 
MyTravel Scandinavia (now Thomas Cook Airlines Scandinavia) and Sandefjord Airport Torp have 
influence on. AIBN considers that these safety areas should be dealt with before the general report 
is issued.  
 
Accident Investigation Board Norway (AIBN)’s investigations are in line with earlier investigation 
results regarding contaminated and slippery runways. AIBN is forwarding five safety 
recommendations. 

1. FACTUAL INFORMATION  

1.1 Course of events 

1.1.1 Viking 866 (VKG866), an Airbus A321 OY-VKA took off from Tenerife airport (GCTS) 
at 1521 hrs for Sandefjord Airport Torp (ENTO). The first officer flew the plane,  (Pilot 
Flying, PF) while the commander was Pilot Not Flying (PNF). 

1.1.2 The weather forecast for Torp predicted snowfall after 1400 hrs with visibility 4 000 m in 
snow, temporary visibility down to 1 200 m and vertical visibility down to 800 ft in 
snow. Based on the received information the crew did not expect any problems related to 
the weather or runway conditions. 

1.1.3 Around 1920 hrs snow began to gather on the runway.  Due to the air traffic situation and 
an operating interruption on a sweeper, no sweeping was initiated. It was instead decided 
to conduct a new runway inspection.  

1.1.4 OY-VKA’s flight up to the planning of its approach to ENTO proceeded in the normal 
manner and according to the flight plan. The crew started planning the approach to ENTO 
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when at around 180 NM south. Based on the weather forecast received earlier (TAF 12-
21) prior to departure from GCTS, the crew expected an approach to runway 36. Runway 
36 at ENTO does not have an an Instrument Landing System (ILS) and the instrument 
approaches to this runway are based on VHF Omnidirectional Ranging (VOR) and Non 
Directional Beacon (NDB) with higher minima (465 and 535 ft RH respectively). 

1.1.5 Before their descent towards Torp, the crew gathered information from the Air Traffic 
Information Services (ATIS). This stated that runway 18 was in use, with 3 kt tailwind 
and a dry runway.  Visibility was 2 500 m and the cloud base was 500 ft. Based on the 
updated information on weather and runway conditions, the crew assessed landing 
conditions to be good, and accepted runway 36. They did not foresee any problems.     

1.1.6 The planned landing speed for the aircraft was based on a landing mass of 72 000 kg (72 
metric tons), giving a Vref (threshold speed) of 137 Knots Indicated Airspeed (KIAS). 
The Vref was calculated automatically by the aircraft’s Flight Management and Guidance 
Computer (FMGC) based on the aircraft’s relevant landing mass. The crew used 
autothrust which is normal during approach. The FMGC automatically added 5 kt to the 
Vref in order to attain a Vapp (approach speed, VLS) of 142 KIAS. The additional 5 kt 
would compensate for the automatic thrust system (autothrust), which is normally kept on 
until the flare prior to landing. 

1.1.7 The engine "anti-ice" function was engaged before passing 10 000 ft and the aircraft 
entered clouds just afterwards. Based on the icing indications, the Vapp was increased by 
+5 kt to 147 KIAS. This gave a speed +5 kt higher than the FMGC adjusted landing 
speed (Vapp) of 142 KIAS for the planned landing mass. The aircraft was configured for 
landing from an Instrument Landing System (ILS) when passing 2 000 ft in stabilised 
descent. 

1.1.8 At 1945 hrs Airport Supervisor called the TWR and requested permission to inspect the 
runway. This was approved, and Airport Supervisor asked how long it was until the next 
movement.  The air traffic controller replied that it was about 10 minutes to landing  
(VKG866). The Airport Supervisor said that he would start a braking test from the north.  

1.1.9 At 1949 hrs, TWR informed the Airport Supervisor about an aircraft that was ready for 
take-off and asked if the braking-test vehicle could stop at the southern end when arriving 
there. The Airport Supervisor replied that he could, and that this would give him an 
indication of the runway conditions. He informed TWR that braking conditions had 
deteriorated to below GOOD (Norwegian “God”, ref. Appendix H) which had been the 
case up till then. TWR asked if it was possible to complete the braking test after the flight 
departure. The Airport Supervisor replied that he would have to begin the braking test 
anew from the north, in order to comply with the requirements (a braking test must be 
performed in a continuous action for both runway directions).   

1.1.10 At 1951 hrs, the Airport Supervisor called TWR and asked whether he was able to get 
back up to the northern end again before the next landing (VKG866). The air traffic 
controller replied that there was not enough time. The Airport Supervisor then stated that 
the runway had a 100 % wet snow contaminant of  8 mm depth, and that the friction 
figures were 32-33-31 measured at one side of the runway.  

1.1.11 At 1952 hrs, the air traffic controller again asked whether the Airport Supervisor could 
reach the north end of the runway to start a new, complete brake test. The Airport 
Supervisor replied that they were planning to start sweeping after the announced 
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(VKG866). The air traffic controller replied that traffic was somewhat spread out. The 
Airport Supervisor then decided to begin a new complete brake testing from the north, 
and drove north on TWY Y. 

1.1.12 At 1954 hrs (3 min.before landing) flight VKG866 checked in on TWR frequency and 
reported established on the Instrument Landing System (ILS), passing 7.5 NM. TWR 
informed them that the wind was 030° 3 kt and that the Braking Action was 32-33-31 
(MEDIUM) with 8 millimetres of wet snow contamination. This was the first time the 
crew became aware that the runway was contaminated by snow. This, however, did not 
alarm them. With a MEDIUM Braking Action, there should be no problems coming to a 
halt on the runway available. The commander set the Autobrake on Medium when 
descending through 450 ft. This was indicated by the Blue ON light in the AB panel, 
which indicated that the AB system was armed. In order for the Green DECEL 
(deceleration) light to light up the AB system must have been active during 5 seconds in 
Medium setting provided 80 % of the required deceleration (Medium, 3 m/s²) was 
reached.  

1.1.13 At 1955 hrs, the commander asked for a wind check. This was reported to be 050° 5 kt. 
Right afterwards the VKG866 received clearance to land on runway 18. The Flight Data 
Recorder (FDR) data indicated that OY-VKA was stabilised on the Glide Slope (GS) 
until passing a Radio Height (RH) of approximately 250 ft. Thereafter an increasing 
positive deviation developed. This caused the commander to give a warning (”call out”) 
to the PF.  The PF was unable to correct the increasing deviation from the glide slope and 
approached 50 ft RH more than one dot high on GS. The FDR data indicate that OY-
VKA passed the threashold height about 10 ft high. 

1.1.14 At 19:57:37 the OY-VKA touched down approx. 787 m from the threshold of runway 18 
after a soft flare and touche down. This was 357 m further into the runway than usual. 
The aircraft landed at a speed of 140 KIAS. The FDR data show that the PF (first officer) 
put both engines into full reverse at the same time as the main wheels touched down 
(indicated by the operation of the main wheels "squat" switches) and before the nose 
wheel "squat" switch had operated. The commander looked at the AB panel. This should 
have indicated green (DECEL), indicating that 80 % of the selected medium decelration 
rate of 3 m/s² (0.31G) was achieved. The commander observed no lights in the panel 
which indicated "black". Not even the Blue ON (arm) light was on. The commander 
therefore pressed the switch to rearm the AB MED (Medium) system without any effect. 
The FDR data confirmed these actions. The first officer had observed that the commander 
had problems with the AB system, and depressed the brake pedals fully in order to brake 
manually.The Flight Data Recorder (FDR) print-out shows that the AB switch system 
worked normally but that the AB DEC MED arming function decoupled at the same 
instant the nose wheel touched down.  FDR data confirmed that the AB MED systemet 
was reset without the wanted effect, and that the AB var selected ON during the whole 
braking run (cf. Appendix B). The FDR data showed that the manual braking started 8 
seconds after touch down. At the same instant the AB DEC MED arming light went out 
the second time. The crew did not feel any braking action from the first officer's manual 
braking and the commander took control (PF) of the aircraft half-way down the runway. 
The FDR data show that the Airplane Braking Coefficient (ABC) with full manual 
braking was in the order of 0.05 (POOR, cf. Fig. 6). He tried turning the parking brake on 
and off (cycle), but did still not feel any Braking Action. When passing the position 
indicating there was only 800-1 000 m runway left, he therefore engaged the parking 
brake fully. By then, the crew had realised that they would not be able to stop the aircraft 
on the runway.    
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1.1.15 At 19:57:48 hrs the commander called up the TWR, informing them they would be going 
off the runway ("we are going off the runway"). When receiving this message, the air 
traffic controller was talking to the Airport Supervisor, discussing the braking 
measurements. At the same time a phone call came in from Farris Approach. The air 
traffic controller therefore did not catch the message from VKG866 and asked them to 
repeat at 19:58:02 hrs. At 19:58:03 hrs, the commander responded that they had an 
emergency and that they would be going off the runway and would need rescue personnel 
("we have an emergency, we are getting off the runway here, we need rescue"). The first 
officer made an observation of the conditions around the end of the runway, and saw that 
the terrain seemed less undulating on the left-hand side of the runway. He therefore 
suggested to the commander to steer towards the left-hand side of the runway. The 
commander turned the nose wheel steering to the left, but he did not feel any difference in 
braking action after having engaged the parking brake. However, the aircraft started 
skidding with the nose turning to the left, and the crew could feel a better braking action 
(retardation). At 19:58:30 the aircraft came to a standstill at the very end of the tarmac 
strip with the engines still in full reverse, whereupon the commander set the engines to 
idle. The aircraft stopped as the nose wheel collided with a concrete base for the 
Localizer Monitor antenna which was located at the end of the runway strip. The aircraft 
remained standing with the nose facing southeast (HDG 114º), about 65° off the runway 
direction (179.33º).  

1.1.16 The commander considered that the aircraft was in a horizontal position, and apparently 
undamaged. He therefore used the Public Address (PA) system to ask the cabin crew and 
passengers to remain seated. After that, he shut down engine no. 2 and engaged the 
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU), before shutting down engine no. 1. He then called for the 
Cabin Chief, and asked this person to go and check by the wings for any signs of damage 
or fire, as they could smell a slight whiff of burnt rubber.   

1.1.17 At 19:58:13 hrs while the VKG 866 was still skidding on the runway, the air traffic 
controller raised the alarm and ordered fire emergency call-out to threshold south.   

1.1.18 At 19:58:39 hrs, approx. 9 seconds after the aircraft came to a standstill, the commander 
called the TWR and informed them that they had gone off the runway and were in need 
of assistance. The air traffic controller replied that the fire crew was on their way. The 
commander then briefed the passengers on what had happened. The passengers and cabin 
crew kept calm and waited.  

1.1.19 At 19:58:44 TWR called up fire engine no. 1 and repeated the order for a call-out to 
threshold south.  

1.1.20 At 19:58:52 hrs, the commander called up the TWR and asked them to send out busses to 
carry the passengers to the terminal.  

1.1.21 At 19:59:44 hrs, fire engine no. 1 issued a warning on the radio that the fire engines had 
to drive carefully because the surface was very slippery. At 20:00:02 hrs, fire engine no. 
1 called in to say that it was in position at the aircraft.  At 20:00:10 hrs, fire engine no. 3 
reported being in position and at 20:00:20 hrs so did fire engine no. 2 and 4.   

1.1.22 At 20:00:30 hrs, the commander again called the TWR and requested that buses be sent 
out. At 20:08:35 TWR reported that a staircase and some other vehicles were on their 
way.  
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1.1.23 At 20:49:23 hrs, TWR reported that busses were on their way. These had been delayed 
because of snowfall, slippery roads and an accident on the slippery main road E18. The 
passengers were transported into the terminal approx. one hour after landing.  

1.1.24 The aircraft was eventually towed in to the terminal and the runway was reopened. The 
first landing after the incident took place at 2357 hrs. 

1.2 Personal injuries  

Table 1: Personal injuries 

Injuries Crew Passengers Others 
Deceased    
Serious    
Light/none  7 210+6 0 

1.3 Damage to the aircraft  

The aircraft sustained minor damage on the nose wheel and fuselage on the right-hand-
side. Ref. item 1.12. 

1.4 Other damage 

The Localizer Monitoring antenna and the base at the end of runway 18 were damaged.  

 
Figure 1: Damaged Localizer Monitoring antenna with concrete base. 
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Figure 2: Repaired Localizer Monitoring antenna. 

1.5 Personnel information  

1.5.1 Commander 

Table 2: Flight hours - commander 

Flight hours All types Present type 
Past 24 hours 10 10 
Past 3 days 12 12 
Past 30 days  62 62 
Past 90 days  172 172 
Total 11 500 4 500 

 
The commander was male, 45 years old, and held a JAR FCL ATPL (A) valid until 31 
March 2007. He was qualified for Airbus A318/319/320/321. His latest Operational 
Proficiency Check (OPC) took place on 8 February 2006, valid until 31 March 2007.  The 
commander held a medical certificate class 1 without restrictions, valid until 11 April 
2006.   

The commander had slept 8 hours before the working day began, and has stated to the 
AIBN that he felt rested before the flight.   

1.5.2 First officer 

Table 3: Flight hours – first officer 

Flight hours All types Present type  
Past 24 hours 5 5 
Past 3 days 12 12 
Past 30 days 143 143 
Past 90 days 271 271 
Total 3 984 1 715 
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The first officer was male, 43 years of age, and held a JAR FCL CPL (A) valid until 10 
December 2007 and an IR(A)ME valid until 31 March 2007. He was qualified for Airbus 
A319/320/321. The first officer’s latest OPC was dated 8 February 2006, valid until 31 
March 2007. The first officer had a medical certificate class 1 without restrictions, valid 
until 5 October 2006.   

The first officer had slept 9 hours and felt rested before the flight.   

1.5.3 Cabin Crew 

There was a cabin crew of five onboard, one of which was the Cabin Chief.  

1.6 The aircraft 

1.6.1 In general 

The Airbus A321 is a two-engine, low-wing aircraft with turbofan engines and medium 
reach. The aircraft is developed and produced by Airbus Industrie. The cabin holds 211 
passenger seats.  

1.6.2 Aircraft specs. 

Manufacturer:    Airbus Industrie 

Model:     Airbus A321-211 

Certificate of airworthiness:  Valid until 2 April 2007  

Year of production:   2003 

Serial number:    1881 

Total flying time, hours:   12.363  

Total no. of  cycles:   Not stated   

Engine type:    CFM 56-5B3P 

Engine time since last maintenance:  No 1  121 hours                                                              
No 2  121 hours 

1.6.3 Maintenance 

The aircraft was registered in Denmark and maintained in accordance with JAR 145. The 
aircraft had flown 121 hours since its latest “A” check. The Accident Investigation Board 
has found nothing to indicate that the aircraft was not airworthy or had any limitations 
prior to the incident.   

1.6.4 Mass and balance 

The aircraft had a takeoff mass of 86.392 kg, with the centre of gravity in position 22.8%. 
Maximum takeoff mass was 89.000 kg, with a CG limit between 19.5 and 36% Mean 
Aerodynamic Chord (MAC). On landing, the aircraft had a mass of 71.800 kg and a 
centre of gravity 25% MAC with CG limits of 15-35% MAC. Maximum certified landing 
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mass on dry runway was 77.000 kg (certified data). Maximum operational landing mass 
on contaminated runway 18 ENTO with 6 mm slush and 10 kt tailwind was 88.637 kg 
(advisory data). Maximum operational landing mass on slippery runway 18 ENTO with 
reported FC 0.25 and 5 kt tailwind was 79.024 kg. Mass and balance were inside current 
limits at takeoff and landing.  

1.6.5 Fuel 

The aircraft took off with 18.000 kg JET A-1 fuel and carried  3.400 kg fuel on board at 
the time of the incident.  

1.7 The weather 

1.7.1 In general 

The weather conditions had been good for most of the day, with no precipitation, dry, 
black runway and not much wind.  An incoming weather front was forecast, bringing 
snow from 1400 hrs onwards. An inspection of the runway was performed at 1650 hrs. 
Conditions at the time showed a light snowfall, -1 °C, snow-free and wet runway. The 
temperature fell slightly after 1700 hrs, down to -2 °C. The runway was still not covered 
by snow. Only after 1900 hrs did the snow begin to cover the runway.   

1.7.2 TAF 

ENTO 261100Z 261221 05010KT 9999 SCT020 BKN040 BECMG 1214 4000 –SN 
BKN012 TEMPO 1321 1200 SN VV008= 

ENTO 261400Z 261522 08010KT 8000 –SN SCT020 BKN030 TEMPO 1522 1200 SN 
VV008= 

1.7.3 METAR 

ENTO 261520Z 10004KT 020V140 3700 –SN SCT008 BKN025 M02/M03 Q1008= 

ENTO 261550Z 08006KT 1600 –SN SCT006 BKN025 M02/M03 Q1008= 

ENTO 261620Z 05005KT 360V080 2000 –SN SCT005 BKN025 M02/M03 Q1008= 

ENTO 251650Z 04005KT 1700 –SN SCT005 BKN025 M02/M03 Q1007= 

ENTO 261720Z 03006KT 2500 -SN BKN005 M02/M03 Q1008= 

ENTO 261750Z 04006KT 1500 -SN BKN005 M02/M03 Q1007= 

1.7.4 ATIS 

ATIS 1720 C: This is Torp information C time 1720. Runway in use 18. Braking action 
good. Runway dry. Transition level 85. Wind 030 degrees 06 knots. Visibility 2 500 
metres. Weather light snow. Clouds broken 500 feet. Temperature minus 02 dewpoint  
minus 03 QNH 1008. This was Torp information C. 

ATIS 1750 D: This is Torp information D. Time 1750. Runway in use 18. Braking action 
good. Runway dry. Transition level 85. Wind 040 degrees 06 knots. Visibility 1 500 
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metres. Weather snow. Clouds broken 500 feet. Temperature minus 02 dewpoint minus 
03. QNH 1007. This was Torp information D. 

1.7.5 Weather information received by the aircraft crew   

1.7.5.1 The crew had received the company’s weather and NOTAM briefing package shortly 
after arriving at Tenerife airport (GCTS). No SNOWTAM was received, as the first 
SNOWTAM for ENTO was only issued at 1450 hrs UTC. This was around one hour and 
thirty minutes after takeoff from GCTS. This SNOWTAM did not contain any 
information on snow contamination of the runway, but merely said that the runway was 
wet with good braking action.   

1.7.5.2 The briefing package included TAF 1221 UTC which forecast snowfall to begin at 
around 1214 UTC and continuing, with temporary visibility in snow showers of 1 200 m 
and vertical visibility of  800 ft for the whole period.   

1.7.5.3 Before starting their descent, the crew checked the ENTO ATIS 1720 UTC. This 
indicated approx. 3 kt tailwinds, light snowfall, but dry runway and good Braking Action. 
The crew consulted their Performance Manual with specific pages for ENTO (Appendix 
E-1/2). The crew ascertained that even with some tailwind they could accept landing on 
snow with a landing mass of up to 100 metric tons.  

1.7.6 SNOWTAM 

1.7.6.1 SNOWTAM issued at 1450 hrs UTC showed that the runway was moist, with an 
estimated good Braking Action (GOOD, 5. See Appendix H).  

1.7.6.2 SNOWTAM issued at 2115 hrs UTC (following the incident and fresh treatment of the 
runway) showed that the runway was covered 100% with 3 millimetre dry snow on 
sanded ice. Friction was measured with BV-11 to be 41-39-39. 

1.7.7 Runway reports 

1.7.7.1 Runway report from 1451 hrs UTC showed the runway to be damp in light snowfall. Air 
temperature - 1°C. Braking Action was estimated to be GOOD. 

1.7.7.2 Runway report from 1741 hrs UTC showed that the runway was 100% covered with 8 
millimetres of wet snow. No sand had been spread on the runway. Friction was measured 
with BV-11 on runway 18 to 32-33-31. This was an incomplete friction measurement in 
the sense that only one half of the runway was measured (only measured in the southern 
direction on one side of the centre line on runway 18). The air temperature was not 
recorded. The reason for the incomplete friction measurements was that the airport 
vehicle had to interrupt its friction measuring due to ongoing air traffic. WIF426 was 
about to take off and VKG866 (OY-VKA) had reported in for landing.  

1.7.7.3 The runway report from 2028 hrs UTC (2.5 hr after the incident) showed that the runway 
was contaminated with 13 millimetres of dry, loose snow. Friction was measured with 
BV-11 to 29-30-29. Air temperature was not recorded.  

1.7.7.4 The runway report from 2052 UTC showed that the runway had been ploughed, swept 
and sanded. Runway 18 contaminated by 3 millimetres dry snow on ice. Measured 
friction (BV-11) was 41-39-39.   
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1.7.8 Runway treatment  

1.7.8.1 The Airport Supervisor had planned to sweep the runway. This was postponed due to 
technical problems with a sweeper and frequent departures and landings. The Airport 
Supervisor checked with TWR regarding the air traffic and was informed that the traffic 
situation did not much allow for immediate sweeping. It was decided to carry out a 
friction measurement instead. It was estimated that they had 10 minutes available to 
perform friction measurement.  

1.7.8.2 About 3 minutes later, while the Airport Supervisor was driving southwards along 
runway 18 while performing the friction measurement, a message came from TWR 
concerning a takeoff by WIF426. Consequently the Airport Supervisor had to break off 
the friction measurement, having completed friction testing on one side of the runway 
only. The Airport Supervisor therefore had to drive to the northern end and restart friction 
measurements from the north. While the Airport Supervisor was driving north on TWY 
Y, the VKG866 landed.  

1.7.8.3 The runway was closed for about three hours after the landing while the aircraft was 
evacuated and towed to the terminal, and the runway was ploughed, swept and sanded.  

 
Figure 3: Reflections in frozen moisture in the vehicle tracks indicate a slippery runway.  

1.7.9 Friction measurement 

The runway friction measurements at ENTO were performed with a Skiddometer 
(SKH/BV-11) with high pressure tyres. The measurements were to be performed 3-7 
metres from the centre line on both sides of the runway, from north to south and vice 
versa. The measurement speed was set at 65 kt.   

1.8 Navigational aids  

ENTO was equipped with NDB (Dalen 404 KHz DA and Sandefjord 283 SF), VOR 
DME (113.850 MHz TOR) and ILS/DME (108.300 MHz TP). 

All navigational aids were operative at the time of the incident.  
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Runway 36 was not equipped with Instrument Landing System (ILS), but had Non 
Directional Beacon (NDB) and VHF Omnidirectional Ranging (VOR) approach aids. 

Runway 18 was equipped with ILS and had the lowest minima of 200 ft Radio Height 
(RH), while the minimas to runway 36 were 465 ft RH (VOR) and 535 ft RH (NDB)  
respectively. 

1.9 Communication network 

ENTO was equipped with APP (Farris) 134.050 MHz, TWR 118.650 MHz and airport 
frequency for vehicles and fire engines 121.8 MHz. 

The communication network worked as normal at the time of the incident.    

1.10 Airport and aids                 

 
 Figure 4: Segment of the ENTO airport map.  

1.10.1 Sandefjord Airport Torp (ENTO) had a 2 939 x 45 m tarmac runway entitled RWY 
18/36. The total STRIP (hard surface) was 2 985 m. The area to the south of the threshold 
(THR) 36 was a concrete surface of  270 m length. RWY STRIP and Runway Emergency 
and Safety Area (RESA) came to an end at the end of the concrete surface.   

1.10.2 RWY 18 had a Landing Distance Available (LDA) of 2 569 m and had a clearway 
(CWY) of 150 x 150 m at the end of the STRIP. Runway 18 had a positive slope (uphill) 
of 0.3 % the first 491 m from threashold 18, and negative slope (downhill) of -0.5% on 
the remaining part of the runway.  
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OY-VKA

 
 Figure 5: Stop position for OY-VKA. 

1.11 Flight recorders 

1.11.1 In general 

1.11.2 Flight Data Recorder 

1.11.2.1 The aircraft was equipped with a Flight Data Recorder (FDR) type Honeywell P/N FDR 
980-4700-042, S/N SSFDR-08633, DMF 012002. 

1.11.2.2 In addition, the aircraft was equipped with a Flight Data Information Measuring Unit 
(FDIMU), the same as a so-called Quick Access Recorder (QAR). This was used by the 
company’s quality department for Operational Flight Data Monitoring.  

1.11.3 Cockpit Voice Recorder 

The aircraft was equipped with a Solid State Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR), type  
Honeywell P/N CVR 980-6022-001, S/N CVR 120-06429, DMF 112003. 

1.11.4 Playback 

1.11.4.1 FDR and CVR were played at the Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch (AAIB) in the 
UK. The quality of the FDR and CVR data was good. See Appendix B.   

1.11.4.2 AIBN had the FDR data analysed by Airbus in Toulouse. See Figures 6 and Figure 7. In 
addition, AIBN had the FDR data animated, using the Flightscape software at SAAB 
Aircraft in Sweden.   
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Share of different forces contributing to the aircraft deceleration
versus ground speed
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Figure 6: Graph showing the percentage distribution of braking forces from laps/spoiler, reversing 
and from wheel brakes.   

The graph in Figure 6 shows that reversing contributed to approx. 20 % of the overall 
braking force and was relatively constant during most of the braking action. The graph 
further shows that the braking force from the wheel brakes contributed to approx. 20 % 
down to 60 kt. At this speed, the commander applied the parking brake and steered 
towards the left following advice from the first officer. The intention was to steer the 
aircraft towards the left side of the runway as the terrain on the left side looked better for 
a runway excursion. This caused the aircraft to unintentionally skid sideways while the 
mass velocity vector continued along the same path as before. This caused the main 
wheels and the nose wheels to skid sideways through the snow resulting in the retardation 
force from the runway surface contamination to increase to approx. 80 % of the total 
braking force towards the end of the braking run. The reversing continued to contribute 
the remaining 20 % of the total braking force down to about 20 kt.    
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Etamu obtained through AFM performance model and event parameters
versus ground speed
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Figure 7: Graph showing the aircraft’s effective brake coefficient.  

The graph in Figure 7 shows that the aircraft’s effective friction coefficient (”airpla
effective μ

ne 
” in the Airbus terminology, or Airplane Braking Coefficient (ABC  in the 

1.11.4.3
way 

threashold (normal height 50 ft RH) about 10 ft high (about 60 ft RH). Based on standard 
landing parameters, the aircraft touched down 787 m from the “runway threshold” 
(approx. 357 m further in than normal). The indicated landing speed was 140 KIAS with 
a 3 kt tailwind. The aircraft floated before landing softly on the runway.  

1.12 The aircraft and scene of the incident 

1.12.1 The aircraft

Boeing terminology) was in the region of 0.05. This corresponds to POOR Braking 
Action. 

 FDR data showed that the aircraft began to come in high in relation to the glide slope 
from a radio height, (RH) of 250 ft. FDR data show that OY-VKA passed the run

 

1.12.1.1 The aircraft sustained damage to the right-hand nosewheel rim and fuselage. The right-
hand nosewheel rim was cracked by the concrete base and a bit of about 5 cm long was 
broken off from the rim. The right-hand nosewheel tyre was scraped on the side.     
Figure 8.  

1.12.1.2 The lower fuselage sustained a small dent in the skin on the right-hand side. The damage 
came from the impact with the Localizer Monitoring antenna, when this was bent to the 
side by the fuselage. The indentation was localised between station nos. 14 and 15 and 
was around 10 x 14 millimetres long and approx. 1.8 millimetres deep. Figure 9. 
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Figure 8: Damage to the nosewheel rim.  

 
Figure 9: Minor indentation in the fuselage between stations 14 and 15. 

1.12.2 Scene of the incident 

The aircraft stopped with the nosewheel perched against the concrete base of a Localizer 
Monitoring antenna and ended up standing across runway 18 with its nose facing  approx. 
65° (HDG 114º) off the runway direction, and with the right-hand side main wheel 
approx. 2 metres away from the end of the hard runway surface. Figures 10 and 11. 
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Figure 10: The aircraft stopped across runway 18 at the end of the hard surface. 
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Figure 11: The right main wheel ended up approx. 2 m from the end of the  runway.  

1.14

1.15.1

1.13 Medical matters  

Not relevant. 

 Fire 

There was no fire.  

1.15 Survival aspects 

 Fire and rescue  

1.15.1.1 The crew notified the TWR that they would be coming off the runway 42 seconds before 

e 
 halt 

r the alarm was raised. The last vehicle was in position by the aircraft 127 
seconds after the rescue alarm.   

the aircraft stopped. The air traffic controller did not grasp the first distress call. 15 
seconds later the crew repeated the the call and informed the TWR about the impending 
runway excursion. 10 seconds later the controller alerted the emergency vehicles about 
the emergency situation (17 seconds before the aircraft came to a stop). Consequently, th
fire and rescue vessels were on their way towards the aircraft by the time it came to a
at the southern end of the runway. The first emergency vehicle reached the aircraft 109 
seconds afte
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1.15.1.2 Norwegian regulations BSL E 4-4 specify that the emergency response time under 
normal visibility and driving conditions should be within 90 seconds, and under any 

1.15.2

condition to be limited to 120 seconds.   

 Evacuation  

There was no material damage to the aircraft that had any impact on the crew or the 
passengers. No crew members or passengers were injured as a result of the incident.
commander could smell burnt rubber, but in his asse

 The 
ssment the situation did not warrant 

craft 
anner. The airport provided an aircraft staircase, and 

1.16 

-

immediate evacuation. He started up the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) and shut down the 
engines, thereby keeping up the power supply and air conditioning facility in the cabin. 
He asked the crew and passengers to keep calm, and informed them that the air
would be evacuated in the normal m
the passengers were evacuated through the front cabin door and bussed to the airport 
terminal.   

Special investigations  

AIBN has not performed any special investigations requiring special attention. AIBN 
points to the investigations performed by Flight Safety Foundation (FSF), related to 
runway excursions. Cf. the FSF links: 

http://www.flightsafety.org/current-safety-initiatives/runway-safety-initiative-rsi/runway
excursion-risk-reduction-rerr-toolkit 

http://www.flightsafety.org/files/RERR/fsf-runway-excursions-report.pdf 

1.17 gement   Organisation and mana

1.17.1 MyTravel Airways Scandinavia 

1.17.1.1 MyTravel Airways Scandinavia (now Thomas Cook Airlines Scandinavia) is a charter 

th 
 main base is 

located at Copenhagen Airport Kastrup (EKCH), with operational bases at Stockholm 
ermoen and Helsinki Finland. 

1.17.1.2 f the incident the company was conducting international charter passenger 
flights. The company operated a fleet of 10 Airbus 320/321/330. At that time the number 

40 people, consisting of 160 pilots, 600 cabin crew and approx. 120 
maintenance personnel and administration staff.    

1.17.1.3 MyTravel Airways Scandinavia’s management and senior administrative personnel were 
enhagen Airport Kastrup (EKCH), Dragør, Denmark. The 

company’s Managing Director was the Accountable Manager. Director of Operations, 
ns Manager, Maintenance Manager, In-flight Services Director, Finance 

Director, Commercial Manager, Director of Human Resources, Head of Safety and 
orted directly to the Accountable 

company with operations out of Scandinavia. The company came about as a merger 
between Conair and Scanair (SAS’ charter company) in 1994. Prior to the merger, bo
companies had 30 years’ experience of flight operations. The company’s

Arlanda, Oslo Gard

 At the time o

of employees was 8

headquartered at Cop

Flight Operatio

Quality Managers for Operations and Maintenance, rep
Manager.   
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1.17.2 Flight Operations Division 

1.17.2.1 The Flight Operations Division had two areas of responsibility:   

perations Manager was responsible for the Operational Safety 
nd flight safety responsibility). 

1.17.2.2 The Fli d 
two Ch to 
the Op
Manag

a. Training M
was responsible for all periodic flight training (OPC) and transfer training.  He 
reported to

is an NPH (FCL), who was in charge of all type-
orted to the Flight Operations Manager on safety-

 charge of the Operations 
Control Ce artme ed to 
the Flight Operations Manager on safety-related issues.  

1.17.2.3 The base captains l their 
respective Chief Pilots. 

1.17.2.4 Issues related to flight safety are handled by the Safety Manager and Quality Manager 
Operations in their resp o the Accountable Manager. 

1.17.2.5 MyTravel Airw anagement 
System S) in line with ICAO doc 9859-AN/460 and CAP 712, approved by the 
Danish ivil A

 Environment  

 Quality 

 Flight safety  

 Cabin safety  

 Ground safety  

 Security  

  Manageme

The system was ba , and Sentinel 
for mandatory flight safety reports. Audit Scheduling programming was performed using  
Microsoft Project and other in-house systems, including time control.  

1. The Operations Director was responsible for the Operations Administration 
(financial responsibility) 

2. The Flight O
(operative a

ght Operations Manager was the supervisor for two Type Chief Pilots (TCPs) an
ief Flight Instructors (CFIs) on the A320/21 and A330 respectively. In addition 
erations Director and Flight Operations Manager, the Flight Operations 
ement Team consisted of: 

anager JAR-OPS 1, who was a Nominated Post Holder (NPH) and 

 the Flight Operations Manager on safety-related issues.   

b. Head of Training JAR-FCL 
related flight training. He rep
related issues.  

c. Ground Operations manager was an NPH, and was in
ntre, Crew Planning and Ground Services dep nts. He report

ocated in Stockholm, Oslo and Helsinki reported directly to 

ective areas. They reported directly t

ays Scandinavia had developed and implemented a Safety M
 (SM
 C viation Administration (LFV). This system comprised:   

nt response (contingency procedures). 

sed on Teledyne AirFASE for Flight Data Monitoring
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1.17.3 The company’s procedures 

1.17.3.1 Flying in icing conditions.  

The Airbus FCOM 3.04.30 page 1, described the company’s procedure for flying in icing 
i-ice systems on, the 

following applied:  
conditions. In addition to having the Engine anti-ice and Wing ant

CAUTION  

Extended flight, in icing conditions with the slats extended, should be avoided. 

ce accretion and to take into account ice 
e, the minimum speed should be: 

e must be 

landing 

1.17.3.2 Landin

Airbus e 
followi unways:  

ER 

t 
W or MED is 

he nose 

ary, the maximum reverse thrust can be used until 
the aircraft is fully stopped. 

 - If the runway length is limiting, apply the brakes before 
lowering the nose gear onto the runway, but be prepared to 

If there is evidence of significant i
formation on non heated structur

In configuration full, VLS + 5 knots, and the landing distanc
multiplied by 1.1. 

In configuration lower than FULL, VLS + 10 knots, and the 
distance in CONF 3 must be multiplied by 1.15. 

g on contaminated runways. 

 FCOM 2, paragraph 04.10 page 13 and PM 2.6. page 2, recommended th
ng procedure for landing on contaminated r

“FOLLOWING LANDING PROCEDURES  CONSID

 - Avoid landing on contaminated runways if the antiskid is no
functioning. The use of autobrake LO
recommended provided that the contamination is evenly 
distributed. 

 - Approach at the normal speed.  

 - Make a positive touchdown after a brief flare. 

 - As soon as the aircraft has touched down, lower t
wheel onto the runway and select maximum reverse thrust. 

- Do not hold the nose wheel off the ground. 

 - If necess

apply back stick to counter the nose down pitch produced by 
the brakes application. (The strength of this pitching moment 
will depend on the brake torque attainable on the slippery 
runway). 

 - Maintain directional control with the rudder as long as 
possible, use nose wheel steering with care. 
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 - When the aircraft is at taxi speed, follow the 
recommendations for taxiing.” 

1.17.3.3 Loss of braking. 

Airbus FCOM 3.02.32 describes the procedure for brake failure:  

 since the pedal force or displacement produces more braking 
e. 

more 

e to 

t 

d 

1.18 O

1.18.1 E

“LOSS OF BRAKING 
  IF AUTOBRAKE SELECTED: 

- BRAKE PEDALS…………………………………………………...PRESS 

This will override the autobrake. 

IF NO BRAKING AVAILABLE: 

-REV………………………………………………………………………MAX 

-BRAKE PEDALS…………………………………………………RELEASE 

Brake pedals should be released when the A/SKID & N/W STRG selector is 
switched OFF,
action in alternate mode than in normal mod

-A/SKID & N/W STRG…………………………………………………..OFF 

Braking system reverts to alternate mode. 

-BRAKE PEDALS…………………………………………………….PRESS  

Apply brake with care, since initial pedal force or displacement produces 
braking action in alternate mode than in normal mode. 

-MAX BRK PR……………………………………………………1000 PSI 

Monitor brake pressure or BRAKES PRESS indicator. Limit brake pressur
approximately 1000 psi and, at low ground speed, adjust brake pressure as 
required. 

If STILL NO BRAKING 

- PARKING BRAKE…………………………………………………..USE 

Use short successive parking brake applications to stop the aircraft. Brake onse
asymmetry may be felt at each parking brake application. If possible, delay the 
use of the parking brake until low speed, to reduce the risk of tire burst an
lateral control difficulties.” 

ther information 

arlier incidents 

his incident is one in a series of similar incidents with runway excursions from slipper
unways in Norway over the past 10 years. The incidents have many of the same caus

T y 
r al 
factors, and AIBN is therefore working on a general report on the subject of winter 
o report aims to highlight the common 
c ar to shed light on safety areas of a 
g  
r
i k 

perations and friction measurements. This general 
ausal factors of these incidents and aims in particul
eneral nature which lie outside the various airline and airport operators’ direct areas of
esponsibility. The incident on Sandefjord Airport Torp has been especially highlighted 
n order to clarify safety areas for which MyTravel Scandinavia (now Thomas Coo
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A
o lished. 

 
1.18.1.1 I

r  
A

easuring 
devices and measurement areas. AIBN has shown that the relevant friction figures often 

d 
g 

ction 
nt 

Investigation Board recommends that the Civil Aviation Authority should consider 
ices in AIP 

se 
different correlation curves/tables. The investigations show that several of these 

s for the relevant aircraft types.  The ICAO 

The 

e se 
large 
ot be higher 

iation 
te 

 removing 
hundredths and excluding the use of interpolation between the areas.  

on is not 

The Accident Investigation Board’s investigations show that performance data for 
een published for 

newer aircraft types (e.g. Airbus and newer Boeing aircraft). Such data have not been 
 show that the effect of 

ppery runways. 
 not allowing the 
before landing) 

Immediate safety recommendation SL 06/1350-4 

itations in combination 
 that 

irlines Scandinavia) and Sandefjord Airport Torp has a possibility to influence. It is the 
pinion of AIBN that these should be highlighted before the general report is pub

n connection with the ongoing general report, AIBN proposed four immediate safety 
ecommendations on 7 September 2006. These are still being processed by the Civil
viation Authority of Norway:   

”Immediate safety recommendation SL 06/1350-1 

AIP Norge and BSL E lay down the Norwegian regulations on friction m

deviate from the measured/reported figures. Experience shows that none of the approve
friction measurement devices/appliances is reliable in moist/wet conditions, includin
under temperature conditions with a difference of  3°C or less between the air 
temperature and dewpoint temperature.  AIBN  therefore holds that the reported fri
in moist/wet conditions should be reported as DÅRLIG/POOR. The Accide

changing the measurement areas for the approved friction measurement dev
Norway and BSL E.  

Immediate safety recommendation SL 06/1350-2 

The Accident Investigation Board’s investigations show that the various airlines u

correlation curves are based on uncertain foundations, and that they provide highly 
inaccurate/unreliable braking value
SNOWTAM table for measured friction figures is based on measured figures in 
hundreths, and does not depend on the type of friction measuring device used. 
Accident Investigation Board’s investigations show that the different friction measuring 
devices give different measurements on the same surface.  AIP Norway describes th  u
of friction measuring equipment in general and warns that there are such 
uncertainties in the measurements that the accuracy of reporting should n
than tenths. Given these circumstances, AIBN recommends that the Civil Av
Authority considers simplifying the SNOWTAM table by eliminating the intermedia
levels so that one is left with the areas Good, Medium and Poor, as well as

Immediate safety recommendation SL 06/1350-3 (this safety recommendati
related to the incident with WIF9862, but to winter operations in general).   

landing on slippery runways using engine thrust (reversing) has b

published for older aircraft types. The investigations further
reversing engines is limited to approximately 25% of all available braking force and 
that this braking force should constitute a backup when landing on sli
AIBN recommends that the Civil Aviation Authority should consider
inclusion of thrust reversal in the calculated actual (the last 30 min 
stopping distance on slippery runways.  

The AIBN investigations show that the airlines’ crosswind lim
with slippery runways are far too optimistic. The investigations have also confirmed
for certain aircraft types, these tables do not derive from the manufacturer of the 
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aircraft, but have been prepared by individual airlines based on experience. None of the 
side wind tables have been approved by the authorities. Transport Canada has 

he 
s the airlines’ crosswind limitations in relation to 

1.18.1.3
 in all types of conditions. Friction figures were 

g 

1.18.1.4
ference 1), an aviation 

), both 
 

1.18.1.5

ber 2004    

N-BRV at Harstad/Narvik airport Evenes 30 January 2005 

y 2007 

010  

- Bombardier 600-CL SE-DUY at Svalbard airport Longyear 25. Januar 2010 

published one such table of crosswind versus friction numbers. This is far more 
conservative than the tables used by Norwegian airlines. The AIBN recommends that t
Civil Aviation Authority assesse
friction coefficients/braking action, and also considers whether these should be 
approved by the authorities.  

1.18.1.2 No Norwegian regulations have been amended thus far, but the Civil Aviation Authority 
has initiated an internal revision of the text of AIP Norway and BSL E. 

 The specific incident at Torp which is the subject of this report, illustrates the problems 
of trusting measured friction figures
measured to fall inside the area 31-33, which is classified as MEDIUM (medium Brakin
Action). Even so, the real friction came under the category of POOR (poor Braking 
Action). Due to the low braking action the crew suspected brake failure.     

 AIBN refers to investigation reports following a serious aviation incident at  
Harstad/Narvik airport Evenes with B737-500 LN-BRV (Re
incident at Kirkenes airport Høybuktmoen with DHC-8-103 LN-WIR (Reference 2
on 30 January  2005. In addition, there was a serious aviation incident at Harstad/Narvik
airport Evenes with Airbus A320 G-CRPH, on 25 November 2004 (Reference 3). 

 AIBN would also refer to the following incidents related to slippery runways that have 
been reported over the past 5 years:  

- A320 G-CRPH at Harstad/Narvik airport Evenes 25 Novem

- A320 (Flight JKK1392) at Harstad/Narvik airport Evenes 18 January 2005  

- B737 L

- DHC-8 LN-WIR at Kirkenes airport Høybuktmoen 30 January 2005 

- B737 LN-BUF at Svalbard airport Longyearbyen 16 January 2006 

- DHC-8 LN-WIA at Kirkenes airport Høybuktmoen 22 January 2006 

- A321 OY-VKA at Sandefjord Airport Torp 26 March 2006 (this incident) 

- B737 PH-BPC at Stavanger airport Sola 21 Januar

- B737 LN-TUL at Bardufoss airport 2 February 2007 

- B737 LN-BRO at Tromsø airport Langnes 19 December 2007 

- A321 OY-VKC at Oslo airport Gardermoen 5 January 2008 

- B737 PH-BXU at Oslo airport Gardermoen 1 February 2008 

- B737 LN-KKS at Bardufoss airport 13. Januar 2
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Of the above incidents, the G-CRPH, LN-BRV, LN-WIR, OY-VKA has been, and SE-
e remaining incidents are 

included in the general report.    

1.18.2 

DUY will be, subjected to individual investigations, while th

Friction measurements and uncertainty  

1.18.2.1 The Accident Investigation Board has been able to document that friction measurements 
made with all the approved types of friction measuring devices are associated with 

 

how that there are moist conditions with a dew point spread  

lled 1 .    

vestigation Board also refers to the Joint Winter Runway Friction 

uncertainties of ± 0.10 in dry conditions, and of ± 0.20 in wet (moist) conditions. This is
shown in Table 1 of Appendix G. 

1.18.2.2 AIBN investigations also s
(the difference between air temperature and dew point) of < 3 K, espesially when the 
temperature is below freezing. This may lead to a considerable discrepancy between the 
measured friction and the actual friction experienced. At the time of the incident in 
question, the dew point spread equa  K

1.18.2.3 The Accident In
Measurement Program (JWRFMP) which was carried out in Canada in the time period 
1995-2004. Figure 1 of Appendix G comes from Transport Canada and demonstrates 
some of the uncertainties with regard to friction measurements on contaminated runway 
surfaces.   

1.18.3 Norwegian regulations relating to winter maintenance of runways  

1.18.3.1 Aeronautical Information Publication Norway (AIP Norway
describe the Norwegian runway treatment and re

2), AD 1.2, items 2.4 and 2.5 
porting requirements. This is shown in 

1.18.3.2 on are documented in  BSL E 
 

1.18.3.3  the incident there was a valid Aeronautical Information Circular (AIC) 

 
res 

1.18.3.4
 

s dry, however, it should have been reported in as 8 mm.  

H) 
 

                                                

Appendix H.  

Norwegian definitions of the different types of contaminati
and are based on the corresponding definitions in JAR-OPS 1. See Appendix H.

 At the time of
issued by the Civil Aviation Authority (LT), which adjusted the reporting intervals to 3 
mm for slush, 6 mm for wet snow and 8 mm for dry snow. This meant that e.g. 4 mm of 
slush should be reported as 6 mm, 9 mm wet snow as 12 mm, and 10 mm of dry snow
should be reported as 16 mm. This was a deviation from the ICAO recommended figu
of 3 mm slush, 10 mm wet snow and 20 mm dry snow.   

 Prior to the landing of OY-VKA, reports stated 8 mm of wet snow. Based on the 
applicable AIC this should have been reported as 12 mm of wet snow. If the snow had
been classified a

1.18.3.5 AIP Norway, AD 1.2, item 2.6.3 provide definitions of the accepted measuring areas for 
the approved friction measurement devices. Skiddometer with high-pressure tyres (SK
and Surface Friction Tester with high-pressure tyres (SFH) were approved for runways
contaminated with up to 25 mm dry snow and up to 3 mm wet snow or slush. Excerpts 
from AIP Norway, AD 1.2 are shown in Appendix H. 

 
2 Aeronautical Information Publication Norway, revision date 27 October 2005 
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1.18.3.6 AIP Norway, item 2.7, column H, describes the general uncertainty associated with the 
use of the SNOWTAM table. See Appendix H.  

1.18.4 Sandefjord Airport Torp – winter maintenance instructions  

Excerpts from ”Winter maintenance plan for Sandefjord Airport Torp, Winter season 
2005/2006, Ground maintenance, Part C, Ch. 4.1” are shown in Appendix I. 

1.18.5 EASA certification of contaminated runways                                                            

Excerpts from EASA Certification Specifications for Large Aeroplanes CS-25 Book 2, 
 Appendix J. 

1.18.6 

Acceptable Means of Compliance are shown in

Airbus Industrie’s policy 

Excerpts from Airbus Industrie’s document “Getting to Grips with Cold Weather 
us Industrie, Flight Operations Support, Customer Services Directorate, 

1999, are shown in Appendix K.      

1.18.7 Boeing policy

Operations”, Airb

 

1.18.7.1

μ”.  

1.18.7.2

 The Boeing aircraft factory uses stipulated values for Airplane Braking Coefficient 
(ABC), which correspond to Airbus’ ”effective μ”. Boeing does not accept a correlation 
between the measured (reported) friction values and the aircraft’s ABC or ”effective 

 The Boeing standard ABC values, which form the basis for the Airplane Flight Manual 
landing data, are shown in Figure 3 in Appendix L. 

1.18.8 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) policy 

The FAA has issued a Safety Alert for Operators (SAFO) 06012 which describes winter 
operations. Excerpts from this are shown in Appendix M. 

 1.18.9 Correlation between measured friction values and the aircrafts’ effective brake 
coefficients  

 Over the past 50 years there have been many attempts to correlate the measured friction 
figures with the airplanes’ effective brake coefficients.  Airport manager O. Kollerud 
started the first tests at Oslo Airport Fornebu in the late 1940s.  Kollerud (1953) 
concluded that the airplanes’ ”efficient μ” (”airplane braking coefficient”, ABC) was 
50% of the measured values. The latest correlation tests w

1.18.9.1

ere conducted in Canada as part 

1.18.9.2 Figure 
friction
betwee
effectiv
shows 
curve ( st 
practic

of the Joint Winter Runway Friction Measurement Program (JWRFMP 2004), a winter 
program stretching over several years up to 2004. Figure 2 in Appendix L shows the 
ABC vs CRFI. 

1 in Appendix L shows different correlation curves between measured (reported) 
 figures and ”airplane effective μ” (or ABC). We see there is little difference 
n Kollerud’s correlation curve and the Canadian curve. Roughly speaking, the 
e friction coefficient is half of the measured and reported one. The figure also 

the ICAO-recommended correlation curve (green) and the Norwegian approved 
black). The latter is the most conservative, and the one that has proven the mo
al over several years on contaminated Norwegian winter runways.   
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1.18.10 Calculated landing distance  

dix C shows landing calculations performed by MyTravel Airways Scandinav
ions Engineering based on Airbus Performance Data. 

lculations are based on the ENTO LDA 2 569 m, maximum braking and full use of
 thrust.  

1.18.10.1 Appen ia's 
Operat

1.18.10.2 The ca  
reverse

TO Landing Distance Available (LDA) was long enough; 
EASA margin (LDA + 15%). 

1.19

2.1 AIBN’s investigations 

2.1.1 The Accident Investigation Board has investigated a series of accidents and incidents 
Furthermore, AIBN has 

investigated incidents where there are indications that the operators’ procedures might be 
 keep recurring at regular 

intervals, AIBN sees this as a sign of the necessity to keep focussing on improved safety 

2.1.2 

f. items 
t of hindsight, it is fairly 
uld” or “should not” have 

N therefore holds that the 
sport system. Focus should be on 

of an incident, based on the available 
neral framework conditions at the time of 

ilar incidents, AIBN is of the view 
that airport personnel, air traffic controllers and pilots, who are expected to accept 

o not get the necessary decision-making support in form of 
realistic rules and regulations and the requisite training.   

2.1.3 AIBN has based its investigations and analyses of this serious aviation incident on the 
 

g 
cidents 

 
 

(Reason 1997). 

1.18.10.3 The calculations show that EN
both for the actual landing calculation (ALD) and with 

 Useful or efficient methods of investigation  

No methods of investigation have been used that require a special mention.    

2. ANALYSIS 

related to winter operations in recent years (cf. item 1.18.1). 

improved (cf. item 1.18.1.4). As incidents of this category

margins.    

The Accident Investigation Board is of the opinion that Norwegian winter operations 
place a lot of responsibility on the airport staff/Airport Supervisors and the flight crews, 
especially the commanders. This serious incident is a good example on this (c
1.1.5 - 1.1.12). This means that later, especially with the benefi
easy to say what the Airport Supervisor or the Commander “sho
done in order to prevent an accident or an incident. AIB
investigations ought to comprise the entire aviation tran
the personnel’s assessments in advance 
information, regulations, knowledge and the ge
decisionmaking. Based on several investigations of sim

contaminated runways, d

theories on accident investigations which are reflected in the works of Reason (1997) and
Dekker (2006 and 2007).  

“Organizational accidents have multiple causes involving many people operatin
at different levels of their respective companies. By contrast, individual ac
are ones in which a specific person or group is often both the agent and the victim
of the accident. The consequences to the people concerned may be great, but their
spread is limited. Organizational accidents, on the other hand, can have 
devastating effects on uninvolved populations, assets and the environment.” 
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”The challenge is to understand why it made sense to people to continue with 
their original plan. Which cues did they rely on, and why? When cues suggesting 
that the plan should be changed are weak or ambiguous, it is not difficult to 
predict where people’s trade-off will go if abandoning the plan is somehow 
costly… People need a lot of convincing evidence to justify changing their plan in 
these cases. This evidence may typically not be compelling until you have 

2.2

2.2.1 In several of its earlier reports, the Accident Investigation Board has analysed issues with 

2.2.2

2.3

CTS), the crew received the weather and NOTAM 
 for ENTO. The weather forecast (TAF) for ENTO was good, but indicated 

ter conditions (GOOD or MEDIUM). Based on the 
formation available and the crew’s experience, the Accident Investigation Board 

onsiders that the crew’s assessment of the weather conditions was understandable.   

hindsight…” (Dekker 2006). 

 Constraints of the analysis  

potential of improvements in relation to aviation safety and Norwegian winter operations. 
In this report, AIBN has looked into matters that have been investigated previously, and 
matters that are specific to this serious aviation incident.   

 In its investigation, the AIBN has chosen to analyse the following issues:   

- The weather conditions, and weather information received  

- Planning 

- Assessment of the course of events prior to landing  

- Assessment of the course of events after landing  

- Survival aspects  

- The procedures in My Travel Airways (DK) for operations on slippery runways  

- The crew’s practice of  MyTravel’s procedures for winter operations  

- Sandefjord Airport’s procedures for winter operations  

- EASA certification for contaminated runways  

- Calculations of landing data  

- Winter operations and friction measurements  

- Human factors  

 Weather conditions and weather information received  

2.3.1 Before the take-off from Tenerife (G
information
that snow was expected between 1400 and 1600 hrs. local time (cf. item 1.7.2). The 
forecast for the evening was 4 km visibility in snow with temporary visibility down to  
1 200 m and vertical visibility of 800 ft. The crew did not consider these weather 
forecasts as being especially worrying. They expected the runway to be prepared to the 
usual acceptable standard during win
in
c
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2.3.2 Based on the TAF received, the crew expected runway 36 to be operational. However, 
they received an updated weather and NOTAM report via ATIS during the approach and 

nd 

2.3.3
t 

1450 UTC. This was approx. 3 hours before the estimated time of landing, and therefore 

2.3.4 te 
 

 
ell within the company’s limitations. The crew 

therefore accepted the new runway conditions and that a MEDIUM Braking Action 

th the 

2.3.5
e 

e 
as  

ing 

d 

2.4

s 

lanned based on 
the information received via ATIS.  

there had then been a switch to runway 18 (cf. item 1.7.4). ATIS reported dry runway a
good braking action. This despite the fact that visibility was 2 500 m in light snow and a 
dewpoint spread of only one degree (indicating high air humidity).   

 The crew received ENTO ATIS 1720 UTC prior to their descent towards ENTO. The 
crew had not received a SNOWTAM. The first SNOWTAM available had been issued a

of little value.   

 Based on the available weather information and runway status, the crew did not anticipa
any problems with the runway conditions.  Only when switching to the tower frequency
did the crew receive the first information that the runway had reduced Braking Action. 
This was around 3 minutes before landing. They were surprised that the runway was 
contaminated by snow, and therefore became concerned about the possibility of a 
crosswind combined with reduced friction, and thus requested a wind check. ATC 
reported that the wind was from 050° 5 kt. This would give approx. 4 kt crosswind and
approx. 3 kt tailwind, which was w

would be sufficient to come to a stop on the available runway. AIBN is of the opinion 
that the crew assessed the received weather and runway conditions in accordance wi
company’s procedures. These procedures were based on Airbus procedures and approved 
by Danish Civil Aviation Authority (D-CAA).  

 By analysing the moisture- and temperature conditions after the event, it shows that the 
runway was moist before it became covered by snow (cf. item 1.7.7). The air temperatur
at 2 m height was measured to be - 1 ºC. (Runway Report at 1451 UTC). During th
afternoon the air temperature at 2 m height dropped to - 2 ºC. The dew point spread w
1°C. The air temperature and dew point temperature at the runway surface may be 
different from those measured at 2 m. The Runway Report at 1741 UTC said that the 
runway was covered by 8 mm wet snow while the Runway report at 2028 UTC said that 
the runway was covered by 13 mm dry snow. From this AIBN conclude that the runway 
started out as a bare and moist runway which gradually was added moisture by snow fall. 
Combined with a fall in air temperature it is probable that the lower layer of moisture 
froze to ice at the same time as moist new snowfall was added on top. Hense, it is 
deducted that when OY-VKA landed the runway was covered by a thin layer of ice with 
fresh snow fall on top. AIBN consider this illustrates some of the uncertainty regard
decisions wheather the snow is wet or dry. The definitions for wet and dry snow is "the 
possibility to make a snow ball or not". In relation to the ability to support tire to groun
friction these definitions may be useless (cf. Figure 3). 

 Planning 

AIBN finds that the crew planned its flight operations in accordance with the company’
procedures and the received weather report and NOTAM prior to their departure from 
GCTS. Before their descent to ENTO the approach and landing were p
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2.5

2.5.1  

ry runway and good Braking Action. The AIBN therefore 
considers that it was natural for the crew to accept a tailwind component of up to 5 kt.   

2.5.2
utomatic 5 kt adjustment for the autothrust the Vapp was 

adjusted to 142 KIAS. Based on the icing conditions the Vapp was increased 5 kt to 147 
s and this will automatically give 

V  + 5 kt (VLS) through the FMGC. With hindsight it may be argued that a 5 kt higher 
ng 

ased 

2.5.3 .1.7). 

 

 

rake (AB) to Medium (DECEL) when 
passing  approx. 450 ft radio height (RH). AIBN’s inquiries of incidents related to 

 

he 

 under 
the 

 

 

2.5.4 During the final part of the approach they came in too high on the glide slope. The 

 Assessment of the course of events prior to landing  

 The crew started the preparations for approach and landing when they were about 180
NM away from Torp. The crew received the information on the current weather, runway 
18  in operation and runway status via ATIS. Based on the previously received weather 
information they had expected to land on runway 36. However, the reported landing 
conditions were good, with a d

 Based on the estimated landing mass of approx. 72 metric tons, a Vref of 137 KIAS was 
planned. With the FMGC a

KIAS.  Normally autothrust is used during approache
ref

landing speed for icing conditions was unnecessarily high considering the light ici
conditions and a snow-contaminated runway, and that the FMGC automatically incre
of 5 kt would have sufficed. With the information the crew had concerning the runway 
conditions and GOOD Braking Action, however, the AIBN still finds that the crew’s 
landing planning was reasonable.  

 The aircraft was configured for a landing from an ILS on passing 2 000 ft (cf. item 1
When checking into the TWR frequency, about 3 minutes before landing, the crew 
received information that the runway was contaminated by 8 mm of wet snow. The crew
assessed this to be acceptable in view of the MEDIUM Braking Action and with only 
light crosswind and negligible tailwind. The AIBN supports the crew’s assessment based
on the information which the crew had at the time. They came out of the cloud cover at 
around 700 ft and the commander set the Auto B

slippery runways show that pilots ought to use AB Medium or Manual braking when 
suspecting the runway might be slippery, in addition to limiting the extra speed for 
landing (Stopping distance S = V2/2μg, under 50-60 kt). The stopping distance formula
shows that the stopping distance increases with the speed squared. For OY-VKA the 10 
kt increase in landing speed (137 + 10 kt) resulted in the stopping distance (S) increasing 
with 8% (1.077). With an additional 3 kt tailwind, the additional speed for the OY-VKA 
may have contributed to an approx. 10% (1.1) increase of the stopping distance. From t
same formula it can be derived that halving μ ("effective μ”, or "ABC") will result in a 
doubling of the stopping distance under 50-60 kt. For OY-VKA this gave an "effective μ" 
of 0.05 (POOR) (a reduction by half from the reported 0.10 stipulated in Boeing’s 
definition, cf. item 1.18.7.2) in a near doubling of the planned stopping distance (S)
50-60 kt based on standard procedure (cf. item 1.17.3.2). AIBN will point out that 
crew followed the company's procedures. It is normal to use the autothrust which 
automatically increases the Vapp with +5 kt. The additional +5 kt increase by the crew to 
compensate for icing conditions is a matter of airmanship and judgement and left to the
commander to decide. On the other hand AIBN will caution pilots regarding increased 
Vapp  during approaches to winter contaminated runways where braking action may be 
questioned. AIBN wants to underline that the company’s procedures were based on
Airbus’ recommended procedures and approved by the Danish CAA. 

commander pointed this out to PF. The PF did not have time to correct this before 
levelling out, and due to the 10 kt higher landing speed (in relation to the recommended 
Vref  for the actual landing mass), the aircraft “floated” onto the runway for a stretch 
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before touchdown. The OY-VKA landed 357 m ”long” on the runway, 787 m from the 
threshold, with 140 KIAS. It is easy to say in retrospect that the PF ought to have flown
more precise glide slope and landed the aircraft firmly on the runway in line with the 
recommended procedure (cf. item 1.17.3.2). The AIBN is of the opinion, however, that a
landing speed increase of 5 kt (extra for icing), in addition to the automatic addition for 
using Auto thrust/Auto throttle (AT) and the subsequent tendency to “float”, fall inside 
the normal landing margins.   

 AIBN holds that the crew’s preparations and execution of the approach and landing were 
within the company’s procedures, viewed in relation to the receiv

 a 

 

2.5.5
ed information at the 

time of decision-making.   

2.6

2.6.1

 

and using max reverse thrust. The AIBN holds that the crew’s chosen procedure was a 

2.6.2

, 
he 
ng 

 

n 

ave 
chieved. 

2.6.3  

 Assessment of the course of events after landing  

 AIBN considers that the crew was not prepared for the runway being particularly 
slippery, even though they had received information that there was wet snow on the 
runway and a MEDIUM Braking Action. In retrospect, one might feel that the crew 
should have responded to the information of wet snow on the runway. The recommended 
procedure for landing on a particularly slippery runway (or”limited runway length”) 
consisted of braking manually before the nose wheel was lowered to the runway (cf. item
1.17.3.2). AIBN considers that the reason why the crew had not prepared for such a 
landing procedure was that they were not aware that there would be POOR Braking 
Action when they had been told MEDIUM. They had thus not reviewed an alternative 
braking procedure, but based their approach on standard braking using AB Medium. The 
PF therefore followed the standard procedure by lowering the nose wheel to the runway 

natural way to act in the given circumstances.   

 The crew did not feel any braking action from the wheel brakes. The commander has 
explained to AIBN that he thought the AB system was malfunctioning. The FDR print-
out shows that the AB MED ON was selected on, and that it was reset OFF-ON twice 
(ref. Appendix B). The first officer registered the commander’s attempts to reset the AB
and chose to switch to manual braking. MyTravel's internal investigation group thinks t
reason why the AB DECEL MED did not engage could have been caused by PF applyi
a certain pressure on the brake pedals on landing. This theory is supported by the first 
officer admitted habit of landing with his feet resting on the brake pedals and not on the
flor when landing. This may have resulted in a late ”spin up” of the wheels,  so that the 
AB did not engage. The AIBN thinks that a contributory reason could also be that the 
late”spin up” of the wheels was caused by the existence of POOR Braking Actio
combined with reduced weight on the wheels during the soft landing, and that the 
required retardation was not achieved. The AB DECEL MED green ON light should h
lit up when 80 % (2,4 m/sek²) of the selected retardation (Medium 3 m/s²) was a
Appendix B shows that the longitudinal deceleration increased only by 0,04 G up to a 
peak value of 0,20 G (1,96 m/s²) when the PF employed manual braking. Thereafter the 
deceleration decreased with decreasing aerodynamic drag. This indicates that the 
effective braking coefficient (ABC or µeff ) was of the order of 0,04 (POOR). This 
correlate well with Figur 7. The main retardation force during the first stage of the 
landing was the aerodynamic drag and engine reverse thrust.  

 The crew did not sense any effects from the wheel brakes during manual braking. Figure
6 show Airbus’ computer calculation of FDR data and the distribution of braking power 
in percent from the aeorodynamic drag (mainly flaps and spoilers), reversing, and wheel 
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brakes. The graph shows deceleration from 112  Knots Ground Speed (KGS), and t
drag (air res

hat the 
istance) varied from  approx. 50 % just after touchdown, to approximately 

zero below 30 kt. Reversing contributed approx. 20 % of the total brake force throughout 

nd 

 
 effect 

brake on a slippery surface (Braking Action POOR). 

 

el 

h the friction theory and a result of the anti-

s 

 

2.6.5

ers 

 item  

are 
.  

 

n from the wheel brakes were insignificant. Compared with Figure 6, 

 

 on 
pproach on the glide slope with a firm landing 

the braking course (disregarding the rolling friction which was negligible). We see that 
the braking friction varied a lot. This means that the conditions were very slippery a
that the anti-skid system was working to the full. The average percentage from the wheel 
brakes shows a gradual increase from around 20 % at 110 kt to approx. 25 % at around 70
kt where the commander engaged the PB. He did this because he could not feel any
from the wheel brakes.  AIBN has found that this is a common experience for pilots who 
attempt to 

2.6.4 Figure 7 shows the Airbus’ computer calculation of the airplane braking coefficient” 
(ABC, or ”effective μ”). The graph also shows that the average braking coefficient was
approx. 0.05 from approx. 110 kt down to approx. 70 kt. That is the speed at which the 
commander engaged PB because he did not sense any braking actions from the whe
brakes (ref. Figure 6). Figure 7 shows that the ABC fell from approx. 0.05 to 0.04 when 
the PB was turned on. This is compatible wit
skid system being disconnected. This caused the wheels to lock, and the friction changed 
over to a pure gliding friction which is lower that a slip friction. Figures 6 and 7 further 
show the effect of the commander’s turning left by means of the nose wheel steering. 
Thereby the aircraft's nose turned gradually towards the left while the aircraft mas
velocity vector continued along the same runway path. The friction from the main and 
nose wheels, which were then skidding more and more sideways along the runway 
direction through the snow, gradually increased up to 0.06-0.07, and up to approx. 0.08 at
the end. 

 Appendix B shows that the aircraft had a soft touchdown with several seconds passing 
between the time the main wheels made contact with the runway and until the main 
wheels’ ”weight on wheels” switches (”squat switches”) were operated. AIBN consid
that the reason PF did not perform a firm landing as recommended for landings on 
slippery runways, was because this had not been briefed. As shown in the analysis in
2.5.2, the crew had planned for a landing on a bare runway with good Braking Action. 
Appendix B shows that braking started at soon as the ”squat” switches were operated  
(”weight on wheels”). With weight on wheels and the throttles idling, the spoilers 
activated. At the same time the PF responded quickly by putting the engines in reverse
Appendix B shows that the deceleration quickly reached 0,16 G and increased to only 
0.20 G. when the PF applied manual brakes. The print-outs further show that even though
8 seconds passed from landing until PF engaged manual brakes, the deceleration 
contributio
Appendix B shows that the wheel brakes only contributed an estimated 20 % braking 
action (equivalent to an ABC of 0.20 G times 0.20 % = 0.04) down to approx. 70 kt. 
Therefore, the late engagement of manual braking was without any significant 
importance with the actual runway conditions. Figure 6 and Appendix B show that with a
relatively constant braking power from the thrust reversal, the whole braking power 
diminished. AIBN therefore holds that it was not unreasonable for the crew, who was 
expecting MEDIUM Braking Action, to suspect brake failure under the circumstances in 
question. On the other hand AIBN points out that the correct procedure for landing
slippery runways was to fly a stabilised a
and start of manual braking before the nose wheel contacted the runway. Operations on 
contaminated runways leave the crew with reduced margins and higher risk of runway 
excursions than operating on dry runways. It is therefore important that the crew use the 
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optimum landing and braking procedures as specified by the manufacturer and the 
company.   

 At the time when the commander took over control (PF), the aircraft was halfway down 
the runway. The FDR print-out shows that the AB MED DECEL switch was on as 
expected, but the Green DECEL light was not l

2.6.6

it and the braking did not start before the 
first officer applied manual braking. The FDR data show that the full engine reverse was 

s 

2.6.7
espite this, the braking action was POOR and the crew realised that 

they would be unable to stop on what was left of the runway. The commander suspected a 

2.6.8 f. 
3.3). The procedure specifies several points to go through before engaging PB. 

The AIBN is of the opinion that there was not enough time to go through the full 
r  

 
g 

force 

 20 to 0 kt GS the total retardation 
force consisted of  20% thrust reversal and 80% friction from the tyres (”skidding”). This 

2.6.9 d up outside the runway. 
The first officer, who was now PNF, saw that the terrain on the eastern side of threshold 

d 

nt 

2.6.10 Radio communication print-outs show that the crew called up the TWR with the words:  
we are going off the runway” approx. 40 seconds before the aircraft stopped at the end 

of the runway. At that time the air traffic controller was engaged in a conversation with 

maintained the whole time until the aircraft stopped, and that 80 % of the selected 
deceleration was not achieved. 80 % equals 2.4 m/s² while only 1.96 m/s² decelration wa
obtained. 

 The commander used the resources available to him with a full thrust reversal and max 
manual braking. D

failure of the braking system, and felt that he had to attempt an alternative braking 
method. He therefore engaged the Park Brake (PB). The FDR printout shows that PB was 
on from 73 kt GS until the aircraft stopped.  

 Use of PB on suspicion of brake failure is the last point in the prescribed procedure (c
item 1.17.

procedure and the commander’s action was understandable under the circumstances. Fo
use of the prescribed alternative braking procedure, the anti-skid and Nose Wheel 
Steering (A/SKID & N/W STRG) shall be turned off. This procedure is developed from
certification testing on dry runways, and not for braking on surfaces with POOR Brakin
Action. By using PB the nose wheel steering is maintained. Thereby the commander 
succeeded in turning the aircraft’s nose to the left. Figure 6 shows that the braking 
from the wheel friction gradually increased from approx. 50% at 60 kt ground speed to 
approx. 80% towards the end of the braking. From

effect is clearly shown in Appendix B, where we see that the lateral deceleration is 
significantly increased towards the end of the braking. This began when the commander 
turned the aircraft’s nose to the left at approx. 60 kt (see Figures 6 and 7). This meant that 
all three wheelpairs (main and nose) skidded sideways with their broadside in the 
direction of motion and ploughed through the snow. This meant that the total friction 
surface was greater than if only the two main wheels were to skid with locked wheels in 
the direction of motion. For the last 5 seconds of the braking, the deceleration due to this 
transverse position of the aircraft was 1.5 times as much as the total deceleration above 
80 kt GS. 

 At this point of time it was clear to the crew that they would en

36 was somewhat more level than to the west. He advised the commander to steer 
towards the left (eastern side of the runway). The aircraft skidded on locked wheels, an
by turning the nose wheel to the left, the commander initiated an unintended, but, as 
AIBN sees it, a favourable swing of the aircraft's nose to the left. The low friction mea
that the aircraft’s nose turned towards the east, while the aircraft’s velocity vector 
continued forwards along the runway.   

”
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the Airport Supervisor, and a phone call from Farris Approach came in at the same time. 
He therefore did not catch the message. The air traffic controller asked for a repeat of the 

Y-VKA. A confirmation of an emergency was repeated by OY-VKA, 
and the following was added: ”we need rescue”. The AIBN considers that this indicates 

ich 

2.6.11
, 
e 

re 
 

2.6.12
found themselves in, in a satisfactory manner. In hindsight, it might be argued that based 

tion on 

2.6.13 e 

nly 
e 

 

2.6.14 The commander made optimum use of his available resources. He kept the maximum 
al, engaged PB and turned the aircraft’s nose towards the left, following the 

first officer’s (CRM) directions. AIBN considers that using PB was the best choice under 

ft in 
e 

 
 

 

2.6.15 In AIBN’s assessment, the crew were in an emergency situation, with no clear emergency 

rs 

message from O

that the crew had a good understanding and situational awareness of the situation, wh
contributed to the rapid emergency response.  

 OY-VKA continued to turn the nose towards the left while the mass velocity vector was 
skidding towards the end of the stopway at the southern end of the runway. In this area
the runway slopes a bit downwards to the southwest. Because of the low friction and th
sloping runway, the aircraft gradually skidded over on the right hand side of the cent
line. The reverse thrust of the engines contributed to this, as they were still on maximum
thrust reversal.    

 AIBN considers that the crew handled the emergency situation in which they suddenly 

on the TAF and METAR, they should have been prepared for reduced Braking Ac
the runway. AIBN considers such viewpoints as “counterfactual”, and that one must base 
the analysis of the situation on the knowledge the crew had on the available runway 
status.     

 In hindsight, the crew could also be criticised for having employed a wrong alternativ
procedure for what they though was a brake failure. AIBN considers that this must be 
judged based on the situation they found themselves in. The aircraft quickly neared the 
end of the runway, and the crew feared skidding off the runway. The commander o
had a few seconds to try to limit the damage of a runway excursion.  There was no tim
to perform a full and complete alternative braking procedure. Furthermore, AIBN 
considers that the prescribed alternative braking procedure was based on landing on a dry
rynway and would not have improved matters.   

thrust revers

these particular circumstances. Using PB allowed him to maintain the nose wheel 
steering, while the alternative procedure would have disconnected this. By steering le
order to run off the runway on the left-hand side, the commander initiated skid of th
aircraft, making it skid more and more in a traverse direction on the runway.  Appendix B
shows how much more deceleration this gave, in that Lateral G increased a lot more than
Longitudinal G decreased, resulting in a full stop of the aircraft at the very end of the 
concrete strip. The last movement of the aircraft’s sideways momentum came to a stop as
the nose wheel hit the concrete based at a speed of 2-5 kt GS. 

procedure to relate to. Time was of the essence and the commander, together with the 
first officer, did what he felt he was able to do to mitigate the damage. AIBN conside
that the crew was able to save a highly critical situation in a satisfactory manner. It is 
further the opinion of AIBN that in a stressful emergency situation, for which there are no 
clear procedures or no simulator training, the airmen will react on the basis on their 
experience and training such as in this incident.    
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2.7 Survival aspects 

2.7.1 Fire and rescue 

 The radio and CVR communication recordings show that the crew twice radioed an 
emergency alert on the tower frequency before the aircraft came to a stop. The first 
message was not interpreted by the air traffic controller and the crew made a second cal
In addition they informed about a runway excursion and needed rescue equipment (”we 
need rescue”). Thus, the air traffic controllers were awa

2.7.1.1

l. 

re of the emergency situation 
before the aircraft stopped. Based on this, the emergency alarm was triggered, and the 

ing. 
ler 
e 

tion.  

2.7.1.2
responded immediately by scrambling the rescue vehicles; one duty vehicle and three fire 

 
to drive 

emergency response vehicles were on their way while the aircraft was still mov
AIBN’s investigations show that 10 seconds elapsed from the time the ATC control
received the second emergency transmission until the alarm was triggered. This tim
delay had no consequence for this incident but AIBN wants to underline the importance 
of the rescue alarm to be triggered at the first sign of an emerging emergency situa

 The air traffic controller on duty alerted the fire and emergency rescue crew who 

trucks. The first fire truck was in position by the aircraft 109 seconds after the alarm, and 
the last vehicle was in position 127 seconds after the alarm was triggered. This is outside 
BSL E requirements of the 90 to 120 seconds response time. On their way out, the 
Airport Supervisor told the drivers to drive carefully due to the very slippery driving 
conditions. When they reached the aircraft, the Airport Supervisor conducted an 
inspection around the aircraft and reported the observed damage back to the TWR. The 
emergency response time at this incident was 19 seconds more than the minimum 
required, and 7 seconds more than the maximum limit for arriving in position at the 
aircraft. Of this delay 10 seconds was in the triggering from the TWR. The remaining
delay was caused by the slippery driving conditions forcing the rescue vehicles 
carefully. Based on this AIBN considers that the fire and rescue service performed in a 
satisfactory manner.   

2.7.2 Evacuation 

 The CVR shows that the crew were unable to warn the cabin crew and the passengers of 
the potential excursion as prescribed by the procedures (”brace for sudden stop” or 
similar). The crew was fully occupied with damage limitation by trying to stop the 
aircraft on solid ground, while also calling TWR twice. AIBN is of the opinion that this 
was a priority the crew had to make in a few split seconds in a highly stressful situation
and agrees with the crew’s order of priority. Everybody in the cabin were strapped
their seatbelts, and the aircraft’s ground speed was so small when it finally stopped, that 
neither the cabin crew nor the passengers were exposed to any extra large forces (ref. 
FDR data Appendix B). 

 Once the aircraft came to a standstill, the commander conferred with the cabin chie
was told that all was well inside the cabin. He decided to hold the evacuation of the 
aircraft until buses had been supplied by the airport. The crew started up the APU and 

2.7.2.1

, 
 into 

2.7.2.2 f and 

and 
ually 

shut down engines. Due to snowy weather and slippery roads, the buses were delayed 
the passengers were only evacuated approx. one hour after the plane stopped. Event
a staircase was transported out and the passengers were evacuated by the left cabin door 
at the front (cf. Figure 3). AIBN finds that the crew handled the evacuation in a 
satisfactory manner.  
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2.8 MyTravel Airways Scandinavia’s procedures for operations on slippery runways  

 MyTravel Airways’ procedures are based on the Airbus recommended procedures for 
winter operations. AIBN has previously investigated an incident with an Airbus A3
belonging to My Travel Airways UK at Harstad/Narvik Airport Evenes (ENEV) on 24 
November 2004 (AIBN report 2007/25, Reference 3). Based on the incidents at Evene
and Torp, and also on several other investigations of accidents and incidents related
slippery runways, the AIBN has drawn the conclusion that the method recommended by 
Airbus for evaluating “effective μ” is less satisfactory.  

 

2.8.1
20 
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 to 

ular 

alues are not correct.  

ted 
 

    
 with 

 

2.8.4

 

is 
n the information in the Airbus FCOM/MyTravel Performance 

Manual (ref. Appendix D-2), the crew of the OY-VKA, chose to make a conservative 
alculation by equalling 8 mm wet snow with 6 mm slush.  Appendix E-1 shows 

MyTravel Performance Manual data in the form of Gross Mass Chart for ENTO (dated 
9 April 2006). As can be seen from this, an A321-211 can land on ENTO runway 18 

wind and with a 15% margin, up to a landing 
eight of 88 637 kg. In comparison the OY-VKA had a landing mass of 71 800 kg. 

e examples an indication on the uncertainty in using the "fluid 
ontaminant" theory in establishing effective braking action (cf. items 2.8.5 and 2.8.6). 

2.8.5 ppendix E.2 shows a table from MyTravel Performance Manual which gives Gross 
ass landing data for an A321-211 landing on ENTO runway 18 with a measured 
iction (FC) (dated 19 April 2006). The table shows that the OY-VKA should have been 
ble to land with a 5 kt tailwind with a measured (reported) FC of 0.25 with a landing 
ass of  79 024 kg (actual mass was 71 800 kg).  

2.8.2 Item 1.18.6 and Appendix K deals with Airbus’ policy concerning friction on 
contaminated runways. As will emerge from the text, Airbus does not trust friction 
measurements. This is partly in line with the FAA’s and Boeing’s view. However, 
Airbus’ view is based on a theory that every type of contamination results in a partic
friction. This view is in part based on EASA’s CS-25 Book 2 (cf. item 1.18.5 and 
Appendix J) which describes the use of ”default values” for ”effective μ”. AIBN’s 
findings in its investigations indicate that these fixed friction v

2.8.3 Appendices D to F show the Airbus/MyTravel procedures for operations on contamina
and slippery runways. Appendix D-1 shows Airbus’s definitions for the different types of
contamination. As can be seen from the appendix, Airbus operates with the term ”fluid 
contaminated runways” in which specified quantities of dry snow, wet snow, slush and 
water, are equalled to a wet runway. AIBN has found in several investigations, that this 
does not correspond with the real world. Empirical data shows that a wet runway has an
”effective μ” of about half the friction of a dry runway. Boeing has conducted tests
their aircraft types which show that the ABC (corresponds to Airbus’”effective μ”) is in 
the region of 0.40 on a dry runway, while ABC on a wet runway is around 0.20, and 
corresponds to  Braking Action GOOD (cf. item 1.18.7 and 1.18.9). In several 
investigations, AIBN has found that even small quantities of dry or wet snow or slush on
the runway has resulted in a POOR Braking Action. 

 Appendix D-2 shows that Airbus equals friction on specified depths of dry snow and wet 
snow with specified depths of slush. Appendix D-2 shows that Airbus equals 12.7 mm 
wet snow and 50.8 mm of dry snow with 6.3 mm slush. In several investigations, AIBN
has found that this method does not measure up with the realities. Take the relevant 
incident at Torp as an example. The status said 8 mm wet snow on the runway, which 
less than 12 mm. Based o

c

1
with a slush cover of  6 mm, in 10 kt tail
w
AIBN consider thes
c

A
M
fr
a
m
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2.8.6 anual for 
u  flyi  ca  anding distance by means of manual 
braking (without using AB). The table shows that for landing on a runway covered with 
6 m lus  a 7  000 landin ass, an A321 will require 1 715 m without 
reserve. The landing distances are based on the correct Vref  value which is calculated by 
the aircraft’s computer. The table provides correction values for tailwind and reverse 
thrust. It shows that 10 kt tailwind adds 22% to the stopping distance, while use of 
reverse eduction of 11%. The total correction becomes an addition of  11 
%, giving a landing distance of 1 715 m x 1,11 = 1 904 m. 

2.8.7 The three Airbus methods for calculating landing data show that there was nothing in the 
way of landing at Torp at the time in questions. The methods discussed under item 2.8.4 
and 2.8.6 are based on Gross Mass Charts and available runway (Landing Distance 
A DA hic n se  2 56  m for ENTO RWY 18.  The method 
furtherm (”effective μ”) which Airbus has determined 
for a certain ”equivalent contamination”. In an earlier investigation, the AIBN has found 
t i in pra ice (s

iscussion in item 2.8.5 is based on the measured (reported) FC. In 

ed FC 
h 
C 

BN’s investigations 

 
 

OR 

    

2.8.9
 

Appendix F shows a table from the Airbus FCOM/MyTravel Performance M
se during ng for lculating the relevant l

.3 m  of s h and 2 g m

 thrust gives a d

vailable, L
ore presupposes a certain friction 

), w h has bee t to 9

hat th s method is not reliable ct ee Reference 3).  

2.8.8 The method under d
several investigations (see AIBN RAP 2009/7, AIBN RAP 2009/6, AIBN RAP 2007/25 
and AIBN RAP 23/2002, References 1-4) the AIBN has proven that use of  measur
values are not reliable for contaminations in the form of new snow, wet snow and slus
(defined as “wet” contamination). AIBN’s investigations show that use of measured F
only can be used for dry, compact snow or dry sanded ice. The AI
also show that “wet” contamination results in POOR braking action. The AIBN is 
therefore of the opinion that the method of setting the friction for certain maximum 
quantities of dry snow and wet snow  to be equal with the friction for “slush” is unreliable
(cf. item 1.18.7.1 Boeing). In order to accommodate for the documented uncertainties in
the measurements (cf. item 1.18.2.1, and item 1.18.2.3), the AIBN is of the opinion that 
the safest method is to use measured or predicted values for GOOD, MEDIUM or PO
Braking Action for all types of contamination, and not trust that a certain quantity of 
snow or slush will give a certain friction or can be equalled to a certain quantity of water.

 The AIBN holds that the practical use of FC should be limited to the values shown in 
Table 4 below. The first column in the table describes the runway status. AIBN is of the
opinion that runway status should be restricted to the main categories of dry, wet and 
contaminated runway.    
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Table 4: The Accident Investigation Board’s assessment of the pratical use of FC. 

 RWY 
status 

Jet 
ABC 

Prop 
ABC 

SNOWTAM ICAO 
Code 

  

Dry 0.40 0.40       

Wet 0.20 
or TBD 

0.20 
or TBD 

      

Cont 
FC 

          

0.40 0.20 0.20 Good 5   

0.30 0.10 0.15 Medium 3   

0.20 0.05 0.10 Poor 

    

 AIB

1 Wet/Moist conditions 

2.8.10 imited 

 be used in the CPC calculation model.  

ow 

f 

2.8.12
ees 

 
 this 

ery 
 
 

2.9

2.9.1

N is of the opinion that the classification of contaminated runway should be l
to three friction categories; GOOD, MEDIUM and POOR, to be used with  ICAO 
SNOWTAM FC values (0.40, 0.30 and 0.20), and which can be fed into the Cockpit 
Performance Computer (CPC). Column 2 (jet) and 3 (prop) show practical use ABC 
(”effective μ”) which can

2.8.11 Based on the analysis above, the AIBN is of the opinion that MyTravel Scandinavia (n
Thomas Cook Airlines Scandinavia) should reconsider the use of Airbus’ recommended 
method of equalling friction on different types of contamination. In several 
investigations, the AIBN has ascertained that the friction of wet/moist contamination o
the types new snow, wet snow and slush has been found in experience to be POOR. 

 During the hearing prossess of the draft report it has been raised concern that an airline 
may not deviate from the manufacturer’s advice and operating procedures. AIBN agr
in pricipal, but wants to point out that landing performance data for contaminated and 
slippery runways are advisory information only. An airline may use more conservative 
data approved by the local aviation authority based on own risk assessments. AIBN 
points to the facts that the jet aircraft are certified based on test data from takeoff and 
landings on dry runway without use of engine reversers and within 60 % of LDA. Based 
on this the maximum certified landing masse for Airbus 321-211 OY-VKA on dry 
runway was 77.000 kg (cf. item 1.6.4). In spite of this EASA approves A 321 operations
on contaminated and slippery runways with landing mass up to 100.000 kg. To AIBN
is a clear indication that the safety margins for operations on contaminated and slipp
runways are less than for operations on dry runways. Another indication is that operations
on dry runways are based on certified data while operations on contaminated and slippery
runways are based on advisory data not substantiated by test data.  

 The crew’s practice of MyTravel’s procedures for winter operations   

 Flying in icing conditions  

T
1

he crew acted in accordance with MyTravel’s procedures for winter operations (cf. item 
.17.3.1). The procedure states that if ”significant ice accretion” is observed, the 
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recommendation is to increase Vref (V-Landing Speed, VLS) by 5 kt when using full 
flaps. The crew chose to do this although no significant icing was reported. This is a 

 

e 5 

at 

2.9.2 

concideration of the commander based on airmanship and procedures. In retrospect it
may be argued that the automatic increase of 5 kt to the landing speed by use of Auto 
Thrust should have sufficed. The procedure further recommends increasing the Landing 
Distance Required (LDR) by 10%. The increase in speed of 5 kt came in addition to th
kt which gets added automatically by the FMGC when using the Auto Thrust (AT). A 5 
kt faster landing speed increased the required landing distance by approx. 7 %. AIBN 
considers that the selected speed was in accordance with the company's procedure, and it 
was natural for the crew to not place particular emphasis on the landing speed with 
regards to a very slippery runway. They had planned the landing based on the information 
received that the runway was bare, with GOOD Braking Action. Upon receiving 
information of MEDIUM braking action 3 minutes before landing they made an 
assessment as to whether they could land under the prevailing conditions, and found th
this was acceptable. AIBN can appreciate that assessment.  

Landing on contaminated runways  

The procedure for landing on contaminated runway is referenced in item 1.17.3.2. The 
procedure recommends using AB MEDIUM. This was also used by the crew. In 
hindsight it is easy to see that the crew should have briefed and performed a landing on 
contaminated runway as per the recommendation. Based on the information available to 
the crew, AIBN is of the opinion that it was not clear to the crew that the runway
POOR Braking Action.  

In this case, the crew followed the applicable procedures for determining the landing 
speed. AIBN has, however, in several investigations noticed that an unnecessarily extra 
speed  is added to the recommended landing speed. It might seem that the pilots are 
unnecessarily worried about having a too low speed during landing. It seem

2.9.2.1 

 had 

2.9.2.2 

s that this 
n this 

case, the crew had a 10 kt high landing speed in relation to the basic Vref based on landing 
 5 kt was automatic due to Auto Thrust, and hence not 

by crew choice but a result of standard procedure. The other 5 kt was chosen by the 

 
 
 
s 

 

s 
uto 

s due to icing. The challenge of stopping on a contaminated and 
slippery runway may be of higher concern than using too low V . The Accident 

worry overshadow any worries about being able to brake on a slippery runway. I

mass alone. Of this speed increase

commander due to icing conditions. These speed additives in combination with a high 
flare and soft landing, meant that the aircraft landed 357 m further in on the runway than
desirable (total 787 m). The recommended landing on slippery runways is a firm landing
with positive touchdown (cf. item 1.17.3.2). In this case they landed the aircraft with a +
10 kt + 3 kt tailwind = 13 kt higher landing speed than the recommended basic Vref.. Thi
was a 10% increase in landing speed which resulted in a 21 % longer stopping distance. 
In several investigations involving runway excursions following landings on slippery
runways, the AIBN has noticed that flight crews tend to add to the speed beyond the 
recommended measures. In this incident the crew followed the airlines' procedures 
regarding use of Auto Thrust and flying in icing conditions. The resulting Vapp of 147 kt 
was therefor acceptable. On the other hand AIBN consider that it is important that crew
pay special attention when landing on contaminated runways and reconsider use of A
Thrust and speed increase

app

Investigation Board will advise flight crew in general to reassess the need for increasing 
landing speeds when landing on wet or contaminated/slippery runways.    
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2.9.3 Loss of wheel brakes 

The procedure for brake failure is found in item 1.17.3.3. The crew had selected AB 
cts from the wheel brakes after landing. They also 

observed that the selection switch for Auto Brake was not lit as it should be. The PF then 

r 
 

 
decided 

er 

ure for 
pe. 

 the need for nose wheel steering is not the same. The commander thereby 
kept control over the nose wheel steering, which he would not have had, had he followed 

 

uld have ended up far worse.        

2.10.1

Medium. They did not sense any effe

chose to perform a manual braking procedure, but the crew did not feel any increased 
braking action from the wheel brakes. The commander consequently suspected a brake 
failure and chose PB. As can be seen from item 1.17.3.3 the recommended procedure fo
brake failure is relatively elaborate when considering that the aircraft is halfway down the
runway.  In addition, the procedure prescribes disconnecting the Anti-skid and Nose
Wheel Steering. If all of this fails, the PF should engage the PB. The commander 
to go to PB directly. AIBN is of the opinion that it is understandable that the command
suspected brake failure. Most pilots will interpret POOR braking action to mean brake 
failure if they were expecting something better (GOOD or MEDIUM). AIBN further 
holds that the course of action chosen by the commander, in engaging PB, was the best 
action he could have taken in the relevant and highly critical situation.  The proced
brake failure is based on tests performed during the certification for the airplane ty
Such certification is performed on a bare and dry runway with good friction. Under such 
circumstances

the recommended procedure. Thus, the commander was able to turn the aircraft towards a
more suitable area for a controlled excursion. This was not successful because the aircraft 
skidded on locked wheels along the same velocity vector. On the other hand the 
commander’s steering caused the aircraft to swerve and skid sideways. This provided an 
increasing sideway friction, which resulted in braking the speed of the aircraft on the 
remaining runway strip, and the commander thus was able to prevent the excursion. The 
AIBN will complement the commander for his determination and ability to act in a 
stressful situation which co

2.10 Sandefjord Airport’s procedures and application for winter maintenance   

 Winter maintenance regulations  

 Excerpts of the regulations relating to winter maintenance at Sandefjord Airport Torp 
(ENTO/SLAS) are included in item 1.18.4. and Appendix I. As can be seen from these, 
the airport had an expressed “black runway philosophy”. This means that the com
prioritised traffic and runway treatment such that it in practice should be able to of
runway free from snow or ice. It can furthermore be seen that sweeping and removal of 
snow, slush and ice from the runway were to take place as speedily as possible. If frictio
was to be measured, the conditions must be inside the measurement device’ area of 
application and measurements must be taken in a continuous sweep of both runway 
directions. With regard to friction measurements the procedure stated that it was difficult 
to report friction figures during wet snowfall or slushy conditions, and that a new runw
report must be prepared which gave the depth of snow and friction level 9 under these 
conditions (see Appendix H). In such a case, the procedure did not permit the use o
friction measurements.   

 AIBN finds Sandefjord Airport Torp’s regulations for winter maintenance were 
satisfactory in the sense that they reflected the Norwegian regulations in AIP Norway and 
BSL E. On the other hand this incident is an example of that it was difficult to adhere t

2.10.1.1

pany 
fer a 

n 

ay 

f 

2.10.1.2

o 
the specified procedure during daily and hectic traffic situations. AIBN will advice 
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ENTO/SLAS to review the training programs for the airport personnell in order to 
improve the correlation between the instructions and the performed actions. 

 2.10.2 Performance of winter maintenance  

 AIBN has investigated several accidents and incidents related to slippery runways ove
the past 10 years (cf. item 1.18.1). From these investigations, AIBN has noted that it is 
difficult for the airport services personnel to comply with all the requirements they are 
faced with. AIBN further holds that the regulations are so comprehensive and difficult to 
adhere to in practice that they in fact cannot work as they were intended to. Th
especially relevant for times when conditions change constantly due to sustained 
precipitation and for wet conditions (cf. item 2.10.2.4). AIBN has also noted that it is 
easy in hindsight to say what the personnel should or should not have done with regard to
the complicated regulations. Based on many investigations into these matters, AIBN 
draws the conclusion that international and Norwegian regulations are based on vague 
facts, which has produced highly simplified physical models which do not have a 
sufficient basis in reality. The AIBN finds that there is not sufficient grounds for 
criticising the personnel who try their best to comply with a complicated set of rules and 

2.10.2.1 r 

is is 

 

2.10.2.2  

ction 

 
 

interrupted, and the friction figures communicated to OY-VKA were incomplete 

n 

ty 

) should therefore have been reported as 12 mm if the snow was wet. AIBN 
does not think that the Norwegian limits for measuring depths contribute anything 

 

ctical impact of 
either one of the reporting methods is of little importance. AIBN’s investigations indicate 
that it is difficult even for meteorologists to state whether newly fallen snow is wet or 

regulations.   

 In the relevant case at ENTO the available reports show that the personnel at Sandefjord
Airport Torp “fell behind” in their treatments for sweeping the runway.  A large part of 
the reason for this was the continuous questions from ATC and another operator and their 
handling company as to whether they could use the runway before treatment had been 
initiated. In the opinion of the AIBN, this illustrates some of the problems. Even though 
the rules are clear when it comes to responsibilities, there is always a certain “produ
pressure”, to the effect that all parties involve want the traffic and passengers to be as 
little delayed as possible.  

2.10.2.3 In the case of the incident in question, a sweeping was planned as the Airport Supervisor
had ascertained that there was too much snow on the runway. This was postponed due to
traffic considerations. In the meantime a decision was made to perform a friciton 
measurement with BV-11. Because the OY-VKA had been cleared for approach and 
landing, there was not sufficient time to execute a continuous and uninterrupted friction 
measurement of both sides of the runway in both directions. The measurements had to be 

measurements. The crew related to the friction figures that were read to them and 
understood the friction to be MEDIUM. This was reported as 8 mm wet snow. Based o
the wishes from Norwegian airline companies, the Norwegian regulations for reporting 
contamination depths have been changed compared with the recommended values from 
ICAO (cf. Appendix H and item 1.18.3.3-1.18.3.4). The reason for this is the uncertain
of the measurements and in order to make the measurements seemingly more accurate. 
The Norwegian measurement intervals are 6 mm for wet snow. The depth of snow on 
Torp (8 mm

towards an improved accuracy or higher safety. AIBN feels that the original ICAO
intervals which had 3 mm for slush, 10 mm for wet snow, and 20 mm for dry snow, 
account for a higher degree of conservatism.  On the other hand, the pra
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dry. AIBN’s expert meteorologist3 says that all newly fallen snow contain a relatively 
high degree of moisture (Mook 2006). Which is why newly fallen snow, on substrata of 

ay (cf. item 1.18.3.5), the 
approved measuring range of the BV-11 was limited to 3 mm wet snow and 25 mm dry 

e 
 of BV-11. AIBN’s former investigations (cf. item 2.8.8 and 

/6, AIBN RAP 2007/25, AIBN RAP 23/2002, see 
easurements on a moist contaminated surface are 

2.10.2.4

t 

2.10.2.6

 or 

2.10.2.7
 

                                                

existing snow or ice will be slippery. Based on AIP Norw

snow. The reported snow depth of 8 mm wet snow was by definition outside th
measurement application
AIBN RAP 2009/7, AIBN RAP 2009
References 1-4) indicate that friction m
useless regardless of the depth of the contamination. The moisture content depends partly 
on the air and dewpoint temperature. AIBN’s investigations further show that 
contaminations are particularly slippery when the difference between the air temperature 
and dew point is very small; less than 3 K dew point spread. AIBN is of the opinion that 
the erroneous reporting in this case had no impact on the course of events. Even if there 
had been only 3 mm of wet snow, the surface would still have been slippery in the 
prevailing conditions. However, the AIBN will still point out that in this instance, the 
friction measurement device was used outside its approved measuring range and the 
unreliable friction numbers transmitted to the crew (cf. item 2.10.2.6). 

 The Norwegian definitions of the different types of contamination are shown in item 
1.18.3.2 and Appendix H. Appendix D-1 show Airbus’ definitions. By comparing the 
Norwegian definitions with Airbus’ definitions, we see that they have different specific 
weights. AIBN sees this as an example of the uncertainty that applies to contaminated 
runways and that the so-called “experts” are not in agreement. AIBN therefore holds tha
it is unreasonable to instruct Airport Supervisors to differentiate between dry and wet 
snow, and between wet snow and slush without scientific methods. The consequences for 
defining the contamination as the one thing or the other can be considerable, when 
translated into different friction coefficients (Mook 2006).  

2.10.2.5 AIBN considers that it was practically insignificant that only an incomplete friction 
measurement had been performed. The figures would most probably have not been any 
different if the measurements had been completed as they should have been. In several 
investigations, the AIBN has pointed out the uncertainty of friction measurements (cf. 
item 1.18.3.6 and Appendix G). Furthermore, AIBN has established that wet conditions 
and small dewpoint spread result in poor Braking Action. The situation at Torp on 26 
March 2006 illustrates this.   

 To the degree there are lessons to be learnt from this incident when it comes to how the 
regulations are put into practice, the AIBN thinks that the airport personnel and ATC 
personnel should accept delays in traffic to a higher degree and try to be proactive. This 
means that when a situation involving difficult weather and surface conditions is under 
way, there are some unpopular decisions that need to be taken. In practice, this means 
that the airport must be closed for runway treatment, with the air traffic put on hold
diverted to an alternative airport before the runway conditions fall outside the acceptable 
criteria.      

 During the landing OY-VKA collided with a concrete antennae basement which 
protruded above the runway surface at the very end of runway 18. AIBN consider this a
safety obstacle and has issued a safety recommendation to this effect.  

 

3 Meteorologist  Professor (Ret) R. Mook, PhD 
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2.11 EASA certification of contaminated runways  

 2.11.1 Excerpts from EASA CS-25 Book 2 Large Aeroplanes  

Item 1.18.5 and Appendix J refer to excerpts of EASA’s certification rules for 
contam

2.11.2 Brakin

inated runways.  

g Friction (All Contaminants) 

2.11.2.1 EASA n 
in Tabl  
(or AB lt friction values” as shown in  

epth. In AIBN’s 
tice. An ABC of 0.17 is almost the same as GOOD (see 
 Norway shows that new snow and wet snow with no 

g Action. EASA gives an ABC for compacted snow of 
 These values were arrived at by Kollerud’s testing on 

read of less than 3 K, or when the temperatures 
lie around freezing point. This was established already during the above-mentioned tests 

2.11.2.2
espite 

of this, AIBN wants to warn that an interrupted take-off with friction values such as the 

tions have shown that 
contamination as shown in  Table 2 in Appendix J, which gives an ABC of 0,17 but 

t 
me 

 the 

d be rounded up. These rules were based on ICAO’s 
recommendations. We here see that the international recommendations were more 

 
 

 

2.11.2.3 AIBN holds that EASA’s”default values” other than for compacted snow and ice are 
ighly uncertain, and should not be used.   

permits use of what they call ”minimum conservative ”default” values” as show
e 2 of Appendix J, in addition to relying on test data for ”Aeroplane effective μ”
C). At the same time, EASA maintains that ”defau

Table 2 are ”conservative” values. Based on our investigations of accidents and incidents 
over the past 10 years, AIBN considers that the stated ”default” values for ABC 
(”effective braking coefficient”) are not conservative, but rather optimistic. EASA gives 
ABC for wet snow of less than 5 mm depth equal to ABC for wet snow regardless of 
depth, and dry snow below 10 mm equal to dry snow regardless of d
opinion, this is not true in prac
Appendix L). Experience from
sanding result in a POOR Brakin
0.20 and an ABC of 0.05 for ice. 
Fornebu (Kollerud, 1953). The values have been verified by several subsequent test 
programmes, and are the only ABC values with apparent international agreement. The 
AIBN considers that experience show that these values are fairly correct under winter 
conditions that are dry and with many degrees of frost, but that they are not good enough 
for wet conditions and with dewpoint sp

at Fornebu.   

 AIBN considers that the EASA recommended (”default values”) may be acceptable for 
take-off calculations, based on the minimal likelihood of an interrupted take-off. D

ones shown in Table 2 of Appendix J in reality have very small chances of stopping an 
aircraft on the remaining part of the runway. AIBN’s investiga

might actually be only half (0.08). The runway status on ENTO at the time of the inciden
was reported to be 8 mm wet snow. According to the Norwegian regulations at the ti
wet snow should have been reported in 6 mm intervals. 8 mm wet snow should therefore 
have been reported as 12 mm. As will appear from item 1.18.3.1 and Appendix H,
former reporting intervals were 20 mm for dry snow, 10 mm for wet snow, and 3 mm for 
slush, and that these shoul

conservative that the Norwegian ones. The reason for the Norwegian difference from the
international reporting was that Norwegian airline companies wanted to have reporting
intervals that corresponded with their own procedures.  The EASA”default value” in 
Table 2 in Appendix J gives an ABC value for wet snow of 0.17. In the relevant case it 
was approx. 0.05. This is less than a third, which would give a tripling of the stopping
distance below "reverser cut out" speed (50-60 kt). This shows how serious such physical 
simplifications are.    

h
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2.11.2.4 Appendix K is an excerpt of Airbus’ policy concerning operations on contaminated 
runways. Airbus defines the contamination types as ”hard contaminants” and ”fluid 

ustrie provides takeoff and landing performance on a runway 
ted by a fluid contaminant (water, slush and loose snow) as a function 

inear 
variation has been established with slush." 

2.12

contaminants”. AIBN will refer in particular to the term ”fluid contaminants”: 

"Fluid contaminants 

Airbus Ind
contamina
of the depth of contaminants on the runway. 

For instance, takeoff or landing charts are published for «1/4 inch slush», «1/2 
inch slush», «1/4 inch water» and «1/2 inch water». For loose snow, a l

2.11.2.5 Airbus Industrie’s definitions are based on the EASA certification rules (cf. item 1.18.5 
and Table 2 in Appendix J) which the AIBN is sceptical to. It appears that Airbus 
assumes a linear correlation between the different types of contaminations’ specific mass 
and friction which AIBN does not think is based on scientific data. 

 Calculation of landing data  

2.12.1 MyTravel Airways Scandinavia 

Item 1.18.10 and Appendix C show MyTravel’s landing calculations based on three (3) 
different Airbus approved methods. All calculations show that OY-VKA should have 
stopped on the remaining runway if the friction had been as predicted.  

2.12.2 AIBN’s assessment of the calculations  

 AIBN’s assessment of MyTravel’s procedures is discussed in item 2.8. MyTravel’s 
figures differ only insignific

2.12.2.1
antly from AIBN’s figures. The difference comes as a result 

2.12.2.2 s 

2.12.2.3 n 
ents (FC) when METAR shows snow falling (new snow) and the 

2.12.2.4 od 

ary 

ues to 
 (cf. 

 Norway).  

 

of MyTravel using Airbus' calculation program. AIBN has used the data of Appendix D-
F, which are representative for the data which was available to the cockpit crew.   

 AIBN finds that this incident convincingly illustrates how uncertain landing calculation
can be when they are based on Airbus’ ”fluid contaminants”. 

 At the same time, this incident confirms the view of the AIBN that one must not rely o
friction measurem
dewpoint spread is below 3 K. Under such conditions the AIBN investigations show that 
the Braking Action ought to be reported as POOR or UNRELIABLE. In addition 
UNRELIABLE should be used in all cases where the contamination exceeds the friction 
meters measuring limits. 

 AIBN also holds that the incidents supports the AIBN viewpoint that the safest meth
for determining friction of contaminated runways is through a combination of friction 
measurements where FC is rounded down to 0.40, 0.30 and 0.20, and a discretion
evaluation of the friction as POOR with wet contaminants and with a dewpoint spread of 
less than 3 K. The ICAO SNOWTAM table allows for using the intermediate levels 
between GOOD, MEDIUM and POOR. By downward adjustment of measuring val
the nearest round value (0.40, 0.30 and 0.20) some of this insecurity will be reduced
item 2.8.9 and Appendix G, Table 1, Figure 1 and item 2.7 in AIP
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2.13 Winter operations and friction measurements  

The investigations into this incident support AIBN’s earlier findings with respect to 
winter operations and friction measurements, which indicate that there is no basis for saf
landing calculations when using today’s basis for calculations.   

 Human factors  

e 

2.14

2.14.1 This incident, just like earlier accidents and incidents related to slippery runways, 
gian winter concept is complicated to work with for the people 
ilots, air traffic controllers and the airport personnel.   

way treatment are founded on the ICAO recommendations, which 
unded on vaguely substantiated scientific data. The regulations are 

ive knowledge of physics and meteorology, as 
e 

not realistic to expect the involved personnel to be able to 
perform these duties in a proper and sound manner based on today’s regulations.  

2.14.3 The pilot’s procedures, which in this case relate to Airbus’ airplanes, are based on 

. AIBN’s many investigations indicate there are no such clear 
physical correlations that an airplane’s landing distance can be reliably calculated using 

umed” friction values. AIBN feels that the regulations can place the pilots in-
command in a difficult position due to the general “production pressure”.   

2.14.4 The air traffic controllers do their utmost to keep air traffic flowing. It is understandable 

2.14.5 In the airport organisation the responsibility of deciding to close the runway for treatment 

ld 
e air traffic controllers before deciding to close the runway for 

e 

2.14.6 ble to 
by 
er 

evented the incident if avoided.  Many of 

rt 

; the pilots, air traffic controllers and airport personnel 
s 

confirms that the Norwe
involved, including air p

2.14.2 The regulations for run
are in turn fo
formulated in a way that require extens
well as experience in evaluating the friction conditions on contaminated surfaces. It is th
opinion of the AIBN that it is 

EASA’s and Airbus’ assumptions that certain types of contaminations result in specific 
friction characteristics

such “pres

that they evaluate the traffic picture and try to coordinate runway treatment to periods 
with gaps in the air traffic.  

has been allocated to the Airport Supervisor. AIBN feels that this puts a substantial and 
heavy responsibility on the Airport Supervisor. It seems natural that this person wou
like to confer with th
treatment. This might mean that closing is postponed for as long as possible.  At the sam
time, the Airport Supervisor’s basis for making a decision is complex and difficult to 
relate to.  

 It is AIBN’s experience from such investigations that in hindsight it is often possi
point out where the involved personnel could have made a different decision and there
prevented the incident. In an incident there are always several causal factors which eith
individually, or in combination, could have pr
these factors are controlled by the involved pilots, air traffic controllers and airport 
personnel.  In order for the personnel to achieve optimal interaction in the air transpo
system, the framework must be in place in the form of a set of regulations that is 
manageable in practice. Secondly
must be given the required training. AIBN considers that this incident shows that there i
a clear  potential for improvement with respect to evaluating landing conditions on 
contaminated runways both on the part of the airlines, the air traffic service, airport 
organisations, and in the national and international regulations.    
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2.14.7 is quite the 
 errors. It is the opinion of the AIBN that it is just as important to 

review which safety barriers that worked and the things that went well. In this case, the 
 
ir 

3. 

3.1 

3.1.1 

 In connection with investigations in the aftermath of accidents and incidents it 
norm to focus on human

AIBN feels that the crew handled the emergency situation in a satisfactory manner and
contributed to reducing the damage to the aircraft and injury to people. Likewise, the a
traffic controller and the airport’s fire and rescue service acted in a professional manner 
in this situation.    

CONCLUSION 

Investigation results 

The aircraft 

a) AIBN has found nothing to indicate that the airplane was not airworthy prior to 
the incident.  

b) The aircraft’s mass and balance were within the applicable limits.   

3.1.2 The crew

c) The aircraft’s fuel tanks contained approx. 3 400 kg JET A-1 fuel at the time of 
the incident.  

 

 
ny’s procedures based on the weather information available prior 

to their departure.  

obtained updated weather and runway status before their approach to 
ENTO. The landing was planned based on a dry runway with good Braking 

, 

e) Three minutes before touchdown the crew were told that the runway was 

f) Just before touchdown the aircraft came a little high on the glide slope. This 

r 

a) The crew was certified and qualified for their mission.  

b) The crew had taken off from Tenerife. The flight had been planned in accordance
with the compa

c) The crew 

Action. 

d) The first officer was PF until the deceleration of the aircraft after touchdown
when the commander took over the controls.  

contaminated with 8 mm of wet snow and a braking action of  32-33-31 
(MEDIUM). The crew made an assessment and decided that they were able to 
land with MEDIUM Braking Action. 

entailed a long landing, and the aircraft set down approx. 787 m from the 
threshold on runway 18.  

g) The aircraft landed with 140 KIAS from a Vapp (VLS) of 147 KIAS. The speed 
was based on the correct Vref for the actual landing mass and increased 5 kt fo
Auto Thrust and 5 kt for icing conditions. This is in line with the company's 
standard landing procedures but is not optimal on contaminated and slippery 
runways. 
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h) The aircraft was landed with a "soft" touch down in stead of "firm" as 
recommended. 

aged manual braking. This did not give any noticeable effect, and 
the commander took over the controls (PF). 

kid 

mander that the left-hand side of the runway 
was best suited for an excursion.  

l) By using the PB rather than following the Airbus’ procedure for brake failure, the 
 to maintain nose wheel steering while at the same time 

getting alternative Braking Action from PB. 

ting to turn to the left, the commander managed to get 

n) The commander evaluated the situation to be under control, and asked the 
nd crew to stay calm. He then requested assistance from the TWR to 

tisfactory 

3.1.3 

i) The first officer did not sense any Braking Action. The commander suspected 
Auto Brake failure and tried to reset this. The first officer still did not feel any 
effect and eng

j) The commander could not feel any Braking Action either, and therefore engaged 
the park brake (PB). At the same time he informed the TWR that they would s
off the runway.  

k) The first officer informed the com

commander was able

m) By engaging PB and attemp
the aircraft to swerve which resulted in a sideways skidding action. This increased 
the friction and the aircraft came to a standstill at the very far end of the hard 
runway surface, as the nose wheel collided with an antenna base.  

 
passengers a
evacuate the passengers by means of aircraft stairs and busses. The passengers 
had to wait for about an hour before they could deplane and were transported to 
the terminal.    

o) The cabin crew performed their safety duties inside the cabin in a sa
manner.  

The weather conditions 

a) Forecasts stated fairly good weather conditions, with snow expected for the 
afternoon. Based on the weather information the crew did not expect any weather 
or runway related problems.   

b) Based on the received TAF, the crew expected to approach to runway 36. Before 
starting their approach to ENTO the crew received updated weather information 
and were also informed that they would use runway 18. They were also told that 
the runway was dry with good Braking Action. 

c) The crew did not receive a SNOWTAM and were anticipating a dry runway as 

 and 
approx. 3 kt tailwinds. Even though this was the first time they were told of a 

rd to 

indicated in METAR and ATIS. 

d) When checking in with TWR approx. 3 minutes before landing, the crew received 
information of a snow-contaminated runway, MEDIUM Braking Action

contaminated runway, it did not give the crew cause for concern with rega
friction.   
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3.1.4 Survival aspects 

a) The commander succeeded in stopping the aircraft on the last edge of the 
permanent runway surface. Only minor damage was inflicted on the aircraft and 

b) The aircraft was evacuated via the front left cabin door in the usual manner by 
 out to the plane, and the passengers were 

transported to the terminal by bus. The crew stayed in the aircraft which was 

s.  

.  

3.1.5 

the commander decided that there was no need for an emergency evacuation of 
the aircraft.   

means of air stairs that had been driven

towed in at a later stage.   

c) There were no personal injurie

d) The fire and rescue service operated according to applicable plans and procedures

The company’s procedures 

a) The company’s procedures for winter operations were in line with the Airbus 

irbus' winter concept is unreliable.  

3.1.6 

recommended procedures.  

b) Airbus used the term ”fluid contaminated runways” where specified quantities of 
dry snow, wet snow, slush, and water, were set as equivalents to wet runway. 
AIBN has established that A

Sandefjord Airport 

a) Sandefjord Airport was late in initiating runway treatment. A contributory factor
here was requests from ATC and another operator for possible landings and 
departures before the runway was closed. In this way the treatment of the runway 
kept being postponed until it was too late with regard to OY-VKA. 

 

b) 

eporting intervals for wet snow were 6 
re have been reported as 12 mm wet 

’s 
oist 

ect to 

  

e) The investigations have revealed that the winter operating procedures of 
Sandefjord Airport Torp were satisfactory, but that the personnel's knowledge of 
interpretation and application of the procedures were insufficient. AIBN still hold 

The decision was made to perform a friction measurement before the OY-VKA 
landed. Due to the limited time available, they only managed to carry out half a 
friction measurement (on one runway side). 

c) The reports stated 8 mm of wet snow. The r
mm. The 8 mm of wet snow should therefo
snow. The measurement limitation for BV-11 was limited to 3 mm wet snow. 
AIBN finds that it does not matter much whether the report gave 8 mm or 12 mm 
of snow contaminant, or whether it was measured on 3 mm or 8 mm of wet snow. 
Regardless of the snow depth reported or the FC measured on wet snow, AIBN
investigations show that the attained ABC is in the order of 0.05 (POOR) on m
contamination.   

d) The friction measurement and reported FC was of no importance with resp
the MyTravel (and Airbus) procedures. Airbus’ landing data were mainly based 
on  ”fluid contaminant”. Appendix E shows that Airbus’ procedures are based on 
the stated type of contamination, and secondarily on the FC reported. 
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that this did not affect the outcome of this event, as several investi
shown that th

gations have 
ere is limited correlation between internationally accepted 

procedures and experiences from Norwegian winter operations.  

 

3.1.7 

f) OY-VKA collided with a concrete basement which protruded above the runway 
surface. The basement was a safety hazard to aircraft and should not have been
present.  

Winter operations and friction measurements  

a) The incident confirms AIBN’s previous findings; that friction measurement on a 
in and should be reported and responded to 

plane’s 
nated runway.  

us findings that the Airbus concept of ”fluid 

3.2 

a) When landing on ENTO runway 18 with a reported FC 32-33-31 (MEDIUM) the 
tion, and as a result the crew was unable to 

 
e 

mm wet snow and a 
 effective braking coefficient (ABC) was in 

4. 

he Accident Investigation Board of Norway does not propose any safety 
commendations with regard to general winter operations and friction measurements in 

this report. AIBN r ediate safety 
recommendations (SL 06/1350-1, -2, -3, -4, cf. item 1.18.1.1) which are related to the 
ongoing theme investigatio iksjonsmålinger” (Winter 
Operations and Friction Measurem
 
In this investigation the AIBN issues three safety recommendations to MyTravel 

ow Thomas Cook Airlines Scandinavia) and two safety recommendations 
irport Torp, related to operations on contaminated runways.  

 

moist contamination is highly uncerta
as UNRELIABLE or POOR. 

b) The incident confirms that Boeing’s concept of setting ABC at 0.20 for GOOD, 
0.10 for MEDIUM and 0.05 for POOR, correlated with ICAO SNOWTAM 
values of 0.40, 0.30, and 0.20, is the safest method for calculating an air
braking distance when landing on a contami

c) The incident confirms AIBN’s previo
contaminant” did not provide a sufficiently safe classification of the friction 
characteristics when landing on a contaminated runway.    

Significant investigation results  

crew experienced POOR Braking Ac
stop the aircraft in the normal manner. By means of an alternative braking and
steering technique, the commander was able to bring the aircraft to a stop at th
very far end of the hard runway surface.    

When landing on a contaminated runway with a reported 8
reported BA MEDIUM, the aircraft’s
the order of 0.05. This is in line with Boeing’s defined ABC for POOR. 

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 

T
re

efers to the four previously published imm

n ”Vinteroperasjoner og fr
ents). 

Scandinavia's (n
to Sandefjord A
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The Accident Investigation Board of Norway issues the following safety 

4T 

Upon touchdown on runway contaminated by 8 mm new snow, with an air temperature of  
-2 °C a erienced very POOR Braking 

BN recommends that MyTravel Airways 
ndinavia evaluate if the procedures for use of the 

Airbus ired safety margins when 
calcula .  

5T 

AIBN’ king Action on runways covered 
with moist contamination (loose, dry snow and new snow, slush) and a dewpoint spread 

at MyTravel Airways Scandinavia/Thomas Cook 
Airlines Scandinavia evaluete if the procedures for use of FC values for moist 
contam

e 

Scandinavia uses this incident in their training of their pilots in winter operations.  

. 2010/07T 

AIBN has found that Sandefjord Airport Torp had well prepared winter maintenance 
procedures but that there were uncertainties regarding the correct application of the 
procedures. AIBN recommends that Sandefjord Airport Torp uses this incident as an 
example in their training of their personnel in winter operations. 

Safety recommendation SL no. 2010/08T 

Dur ith a Localizer Monitoring 
Antennae basement which protruded above the runway surface. AIBN recommends that 
San rding the safety zones adjacent to 
the runway.

 

  

                                                

recommendations4: 

Safety recommendation SL no. 2010/0

nd dewpoint temperature of -3 °C, the crew exp
Action, whereas the reported was MEDIUM. AI
Scandinavia/Thomas Cook Airlines Sca

’ concept of ”fluid contaminant”  allow the requ
ting landing distances on contaminated runways

Safety recommendation SL no. 2010/0

s investigations show there is poor (POOR) Bra

of less than 3 K. AIBN recommends th

inations.allow the required safety margins.  

Safety recommandation SL no. 2010/06T 

During landing on contaminated/slippery runway OY-VKA was landed longer in on the 
runway due to deviation from optimal procedures for such conditions. Further, there wer
indications on crew uncertainties regarding correct functioning of the Auto Brake system. 
AIBN recommends that MyTrave Airways Scandinavia/Thomas Cook Airlines 

Safety recommendation SL no

ing landing on a slippery runway OY-VKA collided w

defjord Airport Torp perform a risk assessment rega
 

Accident Investigation Board of Norway 
 

Lillestrøm, 9. March 2010 
 

 

 
4 The Ministry of aviation 
authority and/or other involved  of the Regulation relating to 
public investigations of aviation accide

 Transport and Communications ensures that safety recommendations are presented to the 
 ministries for consideration and processing, cf. Section 17

nts and aviation incidents in civil aviation.   
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APPENDIX A 

A EVI TIO

ion Services 

ence 

 

puter 

ion – Flight Crew Licence 

 Knots Indicated Air Speed 

BBR A NS 

AB   Autobrake 

ABC  Airplane Braking Coefficient (Effective μ) 

AIBN  Accident Investigation Board Norway 

APU  Auxiliary Power Unit 

AT   Auto Trottle 

ATIS  Air Traffic Informat

ATPL  Air Transport Pilot Lic

BA   Braking Action 

CAP  Civil Aviation Procedures (UK) 

CPC  Cockpit Performance Computer 

CPL  Commercial Pilot Licence 

CRFI  Canadian Runway Friction Index 

EASA  European Aviation Safety Agency 

ENTO   Sandefjord Airport Torp 

FAA  Federal Aviation Administration 

FC   Friction Coefficient 

FCOM  Flight Crew Operations Manual 

FMGC  Flight Management and Guidance Com

GCTS  Tenerife Airport 

GMC  Gross Mass Chart 

GS   Ground Speed 

ICAO  International Civil Aviation Organisation 

ILS   Instrument Landing System 

JAR-FCL  Joint Aviation Regulat

KIAS 
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Landing Distance Required 

LFV  Luftfartsvæsen (Aviation Authority) 

LTT  Lufttrafikktjenesten (Air Traffic Services) 

METAR  Meteorological Aerodrome Report 

NDB  Non Directional Beacon 

NM   Nautical Miles 

NOTAM  Notice To Airmen 

NPH  Nominal Post Holder 

OPC  Operational Proficiency Check 

PF   Pilot Flying 

PM   Performance Manual 

PNF  Pilot Not Flying 

QRH  Quick Reference Handbook 

RH   Radio Height 

SAFO  Safety Alert for Operators 

AIBN  Accident Investigation Board of Norway 

SKH  Skiddometer (high pressure tyre)  

SFH  Surface Friction Tester (high pressure tyre)  

SMS  Safety Management System 

SNOWTAM SNOWnotice To Airmen 

TAF  Terminal Aerodrome Forecast 

TWR  Tower Control 

UTC  Universal Time Coordinated 

VOR  VHF Omnidirectional Ranging 

VLS  Landing Speed 

 

LDA  Landing Distance Available 

LDR  
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FDR DATA 
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APPENDIX C 

 

SUBJECT: ing Dista lat 21Land nce Calcu ion for A3  at TRF  

 
 

is memo will address the issue of RWY Conditions and Landing Distance Calculations 
related to the A321 Incident nding Mass of 72 t has been used in 
these calculations. 
 
RWY Conditions.

Th
at ENTO 26/3 2006. A La

 
 
According to the initial reporting, the RWY was cove e 

arking Action was measured to between 30 and 35 all along the Runway. 
 

ccording to the Airbus FCOM and the MyTravel Performance Manual the Landing 
istance Calculations for these conditions should be made for ¼ inch (6.3 mm) of Slush. 

 Slush, whish is more than what is 

anding Distance.

red by 8 mm Wet Snow, and th
B

A
D
 

ote! 8 mm Wet Snow is equivalent to 4 mm ofN
considered equivalent to Wet. 

 
 
L  

he basic calculations made available from Airbus are assuming that the approach is 
 

alculations can be made with or without the use of reversers. 

nway have the same 
effect as Max Braking, except for the small delay on activation after Touch 
Down. 

ccording to the initial reporting, the landing was performed in a slight Tailwind, and with 

orrections for these conditions are available, so that the Actual Landing Distance for all of 

 
T
flown with a Vref of 1.23 x Vs1g, and the use of Maximum Braking at Touch Down. The
c
 
Note! The use of Autobrake in Medium will on a slippery ru

 
A
additional speed on top of Vref. The speed had been increased due to Auto-Thrust active 
(+5 kt) and suspected Icing on unheated surfaces (+5 kt). 
 
C
the above conditions can be made. 
 
Calculation Summery. 
 
The Landing Distance Available (LDA) at ENTO (both RWY´s) is 2569 metres. 

ade assuming Maximum Braking and the use of Full Reverse. 
 
The calculations are m
 
The below calculations indicates that the LDA at ENTO was sufficient to cover both the 
Actual Landing Distance and the Required LDA (+15%). 
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Actual Landing Distance 

Speed/Wind 0 TW 5 TW 10 

< 1600 m < 1800 m < 1900 m Vref 

Vref + 10 < 1800 m < 2000 m < 2200 m 

  

Required LDA (+15%) 

Speed/Wind 0 TW 5 TW 10 

Vref < 1800 m < 2000 m < 2200 m 

Vref + 10 < 2100 m < 2300 m < 2500 m 

 
Note!  The above figures are approximate. 

ns.

 
 
Detailed Calculatio  
 
The Calculations have been made parallel, using the 3 different methods available: 
 

 Pre-calculated Gross Mass Charts from the Performance Manual.   
 

 FCOM  Calculations (Also published in Performance Manual) 
 

 Airbus PEP (Performance Engineering Prandrams) – not available to the pilots. 
 
 
All methods showed consistency, giving almost the same results. 
 
 
Gross M ss Chart: 
 
The Gross Mass Chart indicates that for the given conditions, the Maximum Landing Mass 
was 96,228 kg for 5 kt. TW and 88,615 kg for 10 kt. TW. These masses however, are 
assuming an approach speed of Vref, and not the slightly higher speed actually flown. 
 
These data are correct when checked by the PEP prandram. 
 
With a 10 kt increase in Approach Speed, the Maximum Landing Mass will decrease by 
approximately 8–10,000 kg. (Calculated by PEP) 
 
 
FCOM Calculations: 
 
The calculations made from the Landing Distance Table on FCOM 2.03.10 page 3 gives 
an Actual Landing distance on 6.3 mm slush of 1550 m. (with full reverse) 
 
Corrected for 5 kt of Tailwind and 10 kt of additional speed this gives approx 1995 m. 

a
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This means a required LDA of 2295m. (+15%) 

PEP Calculations: 
 
The PEP Calculations are confirming the other types of calculations available to the pilots. 
 
Note! The PEP Calculations are the certified data, and if desired detailed 

calculations with any combination of wind, speed and reversers are available 
from this source. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Operations Engineering 
MyTravel Airways A/S 
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APPENDIX D-1 
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APPENDIX D-2 
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  APPENDIX E-1 
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APPENDIX E-2 
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APPENDIX F 
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APPENDIX G 

 Friction measurements and uncertainties  

The Accident Investigation Board has been able to document that friction measuremen
from all the approved friction measurement devices/appliances suffer from uncerta
the range of

ts 
inty in 

 ± 0.10 under dry conditions and ± 0.20 under wet (moist) conditions. Please 
see Table 1. 

YEAR Organisation Uncertainty  Remark 
1962 ICAO  ± 0.01    Reported by a State 
1974 ICAO  ± 0.15 - 0.20   Wet surfaces 
1974 ICAO  ± 0.10 - 0.15    Compacted snow and ice surfaces 
1990 NASA  ± 0.10   Aircraft/FC contaminated 
2005 ASTM  ± 0.05 - 0.20     Use of ASTM standard 2100-04 

    
Table 1. Un  contaminated surfaces (Norheim, Avinor 2005). 

 
AIBN’ d (the 
differe en 
the tem
difference in friction for com
Figure at 
befall f

                
Figure 1 n measurements on contaminated surfaces (Transport Canada 
2004) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ction measurements ofcertainty of fri

s investigations also shown there to be moist conditions with dewpoint sprea
nce between air temperature and dewpoint) of  < 3 K, even at frost degrees (wh
p. is below minus Celsius. This is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows a big 

pacted snow at temperatures above and below minus 15°C. 
1 is taken from Transport Canada and demonstrates some of the uncertainties th
riction measurements on contaminated surfaces.   

. Uncertainty of frictio
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APPENDIX H 

 Excerp nce  

Aerona AIP Norway, AD 1.2, 
item 2. r runway treatment and 
reporting.  

Treatm

t of Norwegian requirements for winter maintena

utical Information Publication Norway (AIP Norway5), 
4 and 2.5 describes the Norwegian requirements fo

ent and reporting 

”2.4 Treatment       

he surfaces of the movement area shall be treated so as to obtain the best 
in better friction, 

mechanical treatment, chemicals and sand are used. Close cooperation between 
 the aircraft operators are compulsory in avoiding 

2.5 

Appendix 2

ser

Special attention must be made to the following:   

The mean depth of the deposits of loose snow of slush reported under item F, is 
reshold having the 

at wet snow between 10 and 20 mm is reported as 20 
mm. If the depth of snow or is considered to be of no aviation operative effect, the 
l craft operators have given 
t r the use of  XX.  

H

The friction level on the runway can be reported as measured or estimated. If the 
aerodrome operator is unable to vouch for the friction level or the conditions 
outside the a ed by the friction measuring device, the figure 9 shall be 
reported. Measured friction level can only be reported when the conditions fall 

 

decimal point 

 for further information. The friction level can be 
h 

                            

T
friction possible, with special attention to the runway. To obta

the aerodrome operator and
chemicals that can harm aircraft.  

Reporting   

2
c
.5.1 The international SNOWTAM format is used for reporting the winter 
onditions at the movement area. The format is described in ICAO Annex 15, 

. 

2
s
.5.2 The conditions in the movement area shall be reported to the air traffic 
ervices by way of a runway report which will form the basis for the air traffic 

vice’s issue of a SNOWTAM.  

G − Mean depth 

reported for each third of the runway as viewed from the th
lower runway number. The depth is reported in millimetre to an accuracy of 20 
mm for dry snow, 10 mm for wet snow and 3 mm for slush, and is rounded 
upwards, which means th

etters XX can be reported. This requires that the air
he aerodrome operator the necessary background fo

 – Friction level 

rea cover

within the friction measuring device’s area of application. The measured friction
level is to be reported for each third of the runway seen from the threshold with 
the lowest runway number, and be reported with two digits (0 and 
to be omitted), followed by the abbreviation of the friction measuring device.   

See items 2.6 and 2.7 below
estimated by qualified personnel. The estimated friction level is reported for eac

                     
 Oct. 2005  5AIP Norway rev 27
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third of the runway seen from the threshold with the lowest runway number, and 
s

5 bove  

4 Medium good Equivalent 

3 Medium Equivalent of friction level 0.30 – 0.35 

2 Medium poor Equivalent of friction level 0.26 – 0.29 

1 Poor Equivalent o 25 and below 

9 Cannot be estimated  

Norwe pes  (BSL E 4-2 § 3. Definitions)

tated with 1 digit according to the following table: 

 Good Equivalent of friction level 0.40 and a

of friction level 0.36 – 0.39 

f friction level 0.

 

gian definitions of snow ty  

”j)

 1.
ll fall apart again upon release; specific gravity: below 0.35 

 ow which, if compacted by hand, will stick together and 
tend to or form a snowball; specific gravity 0.35 or higher – but 

  been compacted into a solid mass 
ether or break up 

fic gravity:  0.5 and higher”.  

 Snow (on the ground) :  

 Dry snow: Snow which can be blown if loose or, if compacted by 
hand, wi

2. Wet snow: Sn

below 0.5.   

3. Compacted snow: Snow which has
that resists further compression and will hold tog
into lumps if picked up; speci

Friction measuring devices – area of application  (AIP Norway, AD 1.2, item 2.6) 

2.6 Friction measuring devices and areas of application   

suring devices (tribometer) are approved for use 

round 
zero degrees centigrade. The snow and ice is at its melting point.  

TAP is, for example, not acceptable for use in wet conditions. See item 2.7 below 
for further information.    

2.6.3 A measured friction level is associated with the friction measuring device 
that has been used, and cannot be taken as an independent value. The area of 
application for the different friction measuring devices are:   

2.6.1 The following friction mea
on Norwegian airports:  

GRT Grip Tester 

SFH Surface Friction Tester, High pressure tyre 

SKH Skiddometer BV 11, High pressure tyre 

RUN Runar 

VIN Vertec Inspector 

TAP Tapleymeter 

2.6.2 In general there is considerable uncertainty with regard to measurements 
conducted on a contaminated runway and especially in wet conditions – a
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SKH/SFH: 

Dry compact snow regardless of thickness  

Slush up to 3 mm. 

 to 3 mm. 

pact snow regardless of thickness  

 

Gener 2, item

Dry snow up to 25 mm. 

 Dry ice regardless of thickness 

Wet snow up

Wet ice. 

GRT/RUN/VIN: 

Dry snow up to 25 mm. 

Dry com

 Dry ice regardless of thickness 

Slush up to 3 mm. 

Wet snow up to 3 mm. 

TAP: 

Dry snow up to 5 mm. 

Dry compact snow regardless of thickness  

 Dry ice regardless of thickness. 

al uncertainty with use of measured friction values (AIP Norway, AD 1.  
2.7) 

950s, 
n compact snow and ice only. The friction levels cannot 

rally not valid for other surfaces than 
 accepted, however, that friction level can be reported in 

ush, if a continuous friction measurement 
 possible to ascertain a numerical expression for the 

uality of the friction levels that are reported in  SNOWTAM. Tests show that the 
dicated by the table cannot be achieved with present-day friction 

 

 

 

 

2.7 SNOWTAM format item H  

The table in item H, with descriptive caption, was developed in the early 1
based on data gathered o
be taken as absolute values, and are gene
compact snow or ice. It is
conditions of up to 3 mm wet snow or sl
device is used.  It is not
q
accuracy in
measuring devices. While the table has values measured into hundredths, tests 
show that only values stated in tenths, will be of operative value. The utmost 
caution must therefore be shown for the  use of the reported friction levels, and 
use of the table must be based on the flight operator’s own experience.   
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APPENDIX I 

ts of winter maintenance regulations for Sandefjord Airport Torp Excerp

Excerp
aerodrom

erators.  In the winter 

ts of "Winter maintenance for Sandefjord Airport Torp, winter season 2005/2006, 
e maintenance, Part C, Ch. 4.1”.  

1. GENERAL 

Flying in winter conditions is highly demanding for the op
season the conditions with respect to weather and visibility are much more 
difficult than in the summer season, and the requirements concerning design and 
maintenance of the movement and safety areas are at least the same as in the 

y as free 
s and 

all assessments shall be made with safety 
e of 

er shall be contacted and the 

ed 
elow 0.20 (poor), the affected areas 

------------------- 

ses:  

he 

------------------------------------------- 

NOW CLEARANCE  

ure 
d 

regulations.    

summer.   

Sandefjord Airport Torp (SLT) has an expressed ”Black runway philosophy”, 
which means that it is a priority for us to offer the companies a runwa
from snow and ice as at all possible. This objective also goes for taxiway
apron south.  

Airport safety is of the highest priority, 
in mind and to ensure that safety comes first at all times. Should conditions b
such a nature that there are doubts as to whether the airport safety can be 
maintained,  the airport manager/operations manag
runway/affected areas are to be closed for traffic.  

For a braking action of below 0,30 (medium), the airport manager shall be 
contacted, and in case of further deterioration  shall be kept continuously updat
on developments.  For a braking action of b
are to be closed to traffic until satisfactory braking action has been re-
established.   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.3 Winter maintenance compri

Inspections, BSL E 4-2 §6 

Snow clearance, BSL E 4-2 §§8, 10, 12, 13 

Treatment,  BSL E 4-2 §8 

Reporting, BSL E 4-2 §7 

 

1.4 Scope 

The winter maintenance shall be performed in such a manner and to such as 
scope that air traffic can be conducted in a safe and secure manner, cf. Section 8, 
BSL E 4-2.  In addition, it should be an objective that air traffic is upheld to t
largest possible extent.  

---------------------------------------------------

2. RESPONSIBLE FOR S

The Airport Supervisor at Sandefjord Airport AS (SLAS) is responsible to ens
that winter maintenance is performed according to the applicable rules an
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The Airport Supervisor SLAS reports to LTT Torp about 10 minutes before snow 

nsible, but obliged to close the runway 
ments of BSL E 4-2 are not met with regard to:   

tion 

r is present and reports in a requirement.  

tation with FNT before the depth of snow 
 no. 1-2001 w/appendix.  

e whole or parts of the movement area under 

sed by aircraft, and the areas cannot be reopened to traffic before they 

t 
closed.  TORA/ASDA is announced for  

maintenance activities is the 
of the SLAS Airport Supervisor.   

 

y 

ents stipulated in BSL E 4-2 are not complied with. 

Snow clearing/sweeping of the runway should be performed before peaks in 
traffic. In case of small or few aircraft, these must give way for larger groups.  

Air ambulances etc. shall be prioritised.   

4. SNOW CLEARANCE 

Snow, slush and ice shall be removed from the runway as soon as possible.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

clearing is completed. Any delays shall be reported at once to LTT Torp and 
Widerøe to allow necessary air traffic-related priorities to be made.    

The Airport Supervisor is not merely respo
to the extent that the require

- Critical snow banks/edges 

- Events where a delay of runway treatment will result in a worsened situa
and create much extra work (e.g. prolonged shut-down).  

- Closing LZZ and GP for snow clearance shall take place upon agreement 
between the Airport Supervisor and the Air Traffic Controller, or when the Flight 
Navigation Enginee

The SLAS Airport Supervisor is responsible to inspect the areas and ensure 
initiation of  snow clearance in consul
exceeds critical values. Cf. local instruction

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 3. CLOSING  

The airport manager will, in consultation with the Airport Supervisor, or on 
his/her own initiative, close th
conditions that might pose a risk to the air traffic.   

Runways and taxiways with ongoing snow clearing and treatment activities 
cannot be u
are again in compliance with the stipulated winter maintenance requirements.  

3.1 Closing the area before the threshold  

If the conditions on parts of the area in front of the threshold are considered no
up to standard the whole area shall be 
Reduced Take-Off Position, ref AIP Norway, ENTO AD 2.13. 

3.2 When closing the runway  

A temporary closing of the runway for winter 
responsibility 

The SLAS Airport Supervisor shall at once notify the air traffic controller and
Widerøe shift leader on duty of the time and duration of the close-down.  

The Airport Supervisor shall coordinate the time of closure of runway, taxiwa
with the on-duty air traffic controller and Widerøe shift leader as soon as 
possible. Traffic considerations shall be taken into account, but not to the extent 
that the requirem
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8. BRAKING ACTION 

rt Supervisor or his deputy.   

 and 

n 

ll be submitted to LTT at least before the first flight takes 
-over of shifts.  

 conditions come within the friction measuring 
 of application.   

If it is snowing, the whole runway must fall within the area of application before 
reopening, and it must not snow so hard that the level of friction has significantly 
changed.  

Measured friction is difficult to report when wet snow or slush is falling. If use of 
the runway is permitted when the conditions are outside the friction measuring 
device area of application, a new runway report stating the depth of snow and 
friction level 9 be prepared at once.    

The first measurement shall be conducted in the morning so that the result can be 
presented to LTT/TWR 20 minutes before airport opening time at the latest, and in 
addition, as soon as any change of braking action is detected or is presumed to 
have occurred and/or on request from TWR.  

8.3 Sanding 

The gritting lorry is parked in a heated garage and is manned by the Airport 
Supervisor. It shall be full and available at all times and be checked every day in 
the winter season. Runway treatment also applies for the clearway/stopway.  

When sand is used on the runway this shall be applied so as not to cause damage 
to the aircraft.  

 

 

 

 

An agreement has been made with the users of Sandefjord Airport Torp that the 
lowest brake figure is 35. For Braking Action lower than 35, the necessary 
improvement measures shall be initiated.  

8.1 Braking measurement 

Braking measurements are performed either with BV11, Vertec Inspector or 
Taplymeter and are performed by the Airpo

Braking Action measurements are to be performed twice a day as a minimum,
always when there is a change of conditions, or this is suspected, unless the 
friction coefficient can safely be evaluated to have a value of 0.60 (Braking Actio
– good) or better.   

A runway report sha
place, and for change

8.2 Conditions for braking measurements  

When the runway report is to contain the measured friction level, the following 
preconditions must be present:  

The runway must be ploughed until
device area
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APPENDIX J 

 certification on contaminated runways                                                            

ts of the EASA Certification Specifications for Large Aeroplanes CS-25 Book 2, 
able Means of Compliance: 

“7.3 Braking Friction (All Contaminant

 EASA   

Excerp
Accept

s) 

he aeroplane will be 
 

heel 

     

On most contaminant surfaces the braking action of t
impaired. Performance data showing these effects can be based on either the
minimum conservative ‘default’ values, given in Table 2 or test evidence and 
assumed values (see paragraph 7.3.2). In addition the applicant may optionally 
provide performance data as a function of aeroplane braking coefficient or w
braking coefficient. 

7.3.1 Default Values 

To enable aeroplane performance to be calculated conservatively in the absence 
of any direct test evidence, default friction values as defined in Table 2 may be 
used. These friction values represent the effective braking coefficient of an anti-
skid controlled braked wheel/tyre. 

                    

 
 

 

7.3.2 Other Than Default Values 

In developing aeroplane braking performance using either test evidence or 
assumed friction values other than the default values provided in Table 2, a 
number of other brake related aspects should be considered. Brake efficiency 
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should be assumed to be appropriate to the brake and anti-skid system behaviour 
on the contaminant under consideration or a conservative assumption can be 

rake energy 
characteristics are unaffected. Where the tyre wear state significantly affects the 

ere 

vative this may be used given 
appropriate conservative assumptions. 

used. It can be assumed that wheel brake torque capability and b

braking performance on the contaminated surface, it should be assumed that th
is 20% of the permitted wear range remaining. Where limited test evidence is 
available for a model predecessor or deri

7.3.3 Use of Ground Friction Measurement Devices 

Ideally it would be preferable to relate aeroplane braking performance to a 
t 

t. However, there is not, at present, a common 

ly accepted friction index measured by ground friction devices. 
 choose 

ta as a function of an aeroplane 

 a ground 

 

 

 

 

friction index measured by a ground friction device that would be reported as par
of a Surface Condition Repor
friction index for all ground friction measuring devices. Hence it is not 
practicable at the present time to determine aeroplane performance on the basis 
of an international
Notwithstanding this lack of a common index, the applicant may optionally
to present take-off and landing performance da
braking coefficient or wheel braking coefficient constant with ground speed for 
runways contaminated with wet snow, dry snow, compacted snow or ice.          
The responsibility for relating this data to a friction index measured by
friction device will fall on the operator and the operating authority.” 
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APPENDIX K 

 Airbus

From A o Grips with Cold Weather Operations”, 
Airbus e 
quote: 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

rities’ evaluation of the 
e: 

 test devices, even though some correlation charts have 

 Airport Services Manual, Part 2 for further information on these 

is 

s the resulting loss of friction due to the interaction 

t, 

ords, to get a good assessment of the braking action of an A340 landing 
with tire pressure 240 PSI, the airport should use a similar 
ifficult and pretty costly! 

 

 

In other words, one should not get confused between: 

1/ Effective μ: The actual friction coefficient induced from the tire/runway surface 

 Industrie’s policy for operations of contaminated runways  

irbus Industrie’s document “Getting t
 Industrie, Flight Operations Support, Customer Services Directorate, 1999, w
      

------------------

“C3.4.2 Difficulties in assessing the effective μ 

The two major problems introduced by the airport autho
runway characteristics ar

-The correlation between
been established. 

-The correlation between measurements made with test devices or friction 
measuring vehicles and aircraft performance. 

-These measurements are made with a great variety of measuring vehicles, such 
as: Skiddometer, Saab Friction Tester (SFT), MU-Meter, James Brake 
Decelerometer (JDB),Tapley meter, Diagonal Braked Vehicle (DBV). 

Refer to ICAO,
measuring vehicles. 

The main difficulty in assessing the braking action on a contaminated runway 
that it does not depend solely on runway surface adherence characteristics. 

What must be found i
tire/runway. 

Moreover, the resulting friction forces depend on the load, i.e. the aircraft weigh
tire wear, tire pressure and anti-skid system efficiency. 

In other w
at 150,000 kg, 140 kt 
spare A340... Quite d

The only way out is to use some smaller vehicles. These vehicles operate at much 
lower speeds and weights than an aircraft. Then comes the problem of correlating 
the figures obtained from these measuring vehicles and the actual braking 
performance of an aircraft. The adopted method was to conduct some tests with 
real aircraft and to compare the results with those obtained from measuring 
vehicles. 

Results demonstrated poor correlation. For instance, when a Tapley meter reads
0.36, a MU-meter reads 0.4, a SFT reads 0.43, a JBD 12... 

To date, scientists have been unsuccessful in providing the industry with reliable
and universal values. Tests and studies are still in progress. 

As it is quite difficult to correlate the measured μ with the actual μ, termed as 
effective μ, the measured μ is termed as «reported μ«. 
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interaction between a given aircraft and a given runway, for the condition
day. 

2/ Reported μ: Friction coefficient measured by the me

s of the 

asuring vehicle. 

ance on a runway covered by a fluid 
on 

 

 
takeoff and landing performance only as a function of the reported μ. Airbus 
Industrie would still require information regarding the depth of fluid 
contaminants. 

C3.4.3 Data provided by Airbus Industrie 

Please refer to § C6 for further details on contaminated runway performance 
provided by Airbus Industrie. 

Hard contaminants 

For hard contaminants, namely compacted snow and ice, Airbus Industrie 
provides the aircraft performance independently of the amount of contaminants 
on the runway. Behind these terms are some effective μ. These two sets of data are 
certified. 

Fluid contaminants 

Airbus Industrie provides takeoff and landing performance on a runway 
contaminated by a fluid contaminant (water, slush and  as a function 
of the depth of contaminants on the runway. 

For instance, takeoff or landing charts are published for «1/4 inch slush», «1/2 
inch slush», «1/4 inch water» and «1/2 inch water». For loose snow, a linear 
variation has been established with slush. 

In other words, pilots cannot get the performance from reported μ or Braking 

Action. Pilots need the type and depth of contaminant on the runway. 

CORRELATION BETWEEN REPORTED μ AND BRAKING PERFORMANCE 

Please, bear in mind: 

Airports release a friction coefficient derived from a measuring vehicle. This 
friction coefficient is termed as «reported μ». 

Particularities of fluid contaminants 

Moreover, the aircraft braking perform
contaminant (water, slush and loose snow) does not depend only on the fricti
coefficient μ. 

As presented in chapters C2.2 and C2.3, the model of the aircraft braking 
performance (takeoff and landing) on a contaminated runway takes into account 
not only the reduction of a friction coefficient but also: 

- The displacement drag 

- The impingement drag 

These two additional drags (required to be taken into account by regulations)
require knowing the type and depth of the contaminant. 

In other words, even assuming the advent of a new measuring friction device 
providing a reported μ equal to the effective μ, it would be impossible to provide

loose snow)
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The actual friction coefficient, termed as «effective μ» i
interaction tire/runway and depends on the tire pressure, tire wear, aircraft 

To date, there is no way to establish a clear correlation between the «reported 
μ» and the «effective μ». There is even a poor correlation between the «reported 

 the different measuring vehicles. 

It is then very difficult to link the published performance on a contaminated 
runway to a «reported μ« only. The presence of fluid contaminants (water, slush 
and loose snow) on the runway surface reduces the friction coefficient, may lead 
to aquaplaning (also called hydroplaning) and creates an additional drag. This 
additional drag is due to the precipitation of the contaminant onto the landing 
gear and the airframe, and to the displacement of the fluid from the path of the 
tire. Consequently, braking and accelerating performance are affected. The 
impact on the accelerating performance leads to a limitation in the depth of the 
contaminant for takeoff. Hard contaminants (compacted snow and ice) only 
affect the braking performance of the aircraft by a reduction of the friction 
coefficient. Airbus Industrie publishes the takeoff and landing performance 
according to the type of contaminant, and to the depth of fluid contaminants.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

s the result of the 

speed, aircraft weight and anti-skid system efficiency. 

μ» of
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APPENDIX L 

 coefficients   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig
  
     

       

Correlation between measured friction coefficients and braking 

 

ure 1. Correlation between measured μ and effective μ.(Norheim, Avinor 2006). 

 

 Fig 04). 
 

      
 Figure 3. Boeing standard ABC (Boeing). 

 

 

ure 2. Airplane Braking Coefficient vs Canadian Runway Friction Index (CRFI, TC 20
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APPENDIX M 

Excerpts from FAA Safety Alert F Opera ) 0

 

--------------------------------------- -- ---------- ------------------------ 

“e. Runway surface conditions may be reported using several types of descriptive 
terms including: type and depth of contamination, a reading from a runway 

ing action report, or an airport vehicle 
raking condition report. Unfortunately, joint industry and multi-national 

y 
ns, type of runway contaminants, braking action 

d in 

gh 

Therefore, operators and flight crews cannot base the calculation of landing 
distance solely on runway friction meter readings. Likewise, because pilot braking 
action reports are subjective, flight crews must use sound judgment in using them 
to predict the stopping capability of their airplane. For example, the pilots of two 
identical aircraft landing in the same conditions, on the same runway could give 
different braking action reports. These differing reports could be the result of 
differences between the specific aircraft, aircraft weight, pilot technique, pilot 
experience in similar conditions, pilot total experience, and pilot expectations. 
Also, runway surface conditions can degrade or improve significantly in very 
short periods of time dependent Approved by AFS-1 Page 7 on precipitation, 
temperature, usage, and runway treatment and could be significantly different 
than indicated by the last report. Flight crews must consider all available 
information, including runway surface condition reports, braking action reports, 
and friction measurements. 

(1) Operators and pilots should use the most adverse reliable braking action 
report, if available, or the most adverse expected conditions for the runway, or 
portion of the runway, that will be used for landing when assessing the required 
landing distance prior to landing. Operators and pilots should consider the 
following factors in determining the actual landing distance: the age of the report, 
meteorological conditions present since the report was issued, type of airplane or 
device used to obtain the report, whether the runway surface was treated since the 
report, and the methods used for that treatment. Operators and pilots are 
expected to use sound judgment in determining the applicability of this 
information to their airplane’s landing performance. 

(2) Table 1 provides an example of a correlation between braking action reports 
and runway surface conditions:  

 

 

 

or tors (SAFO 6012. 

-------------- --------- --------

friction measuring device, an airplane brak
b
government tests have not established a reliable correlation between runwa
friction under varying conditio
reports, and airplane braking capability. Extensive testing has been conducte
an effort to find a direct correlation between runway friction measurement device 
readings and airplane braking friction capability. However, these tests have not 
produced conclusive results that indicate a repeatable correlation exists throu
the full spectrum of runway contaminant conditions.  
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Braking 
Action 

Dry (not 
reported) 

Good Fair/Mediu
m 

Poor Nil 

Contamina
nt 

Dry Wet 
Dry Snow 
(< 20mm) 

Packed or 
Compacted 
Snow 

Wet 
Snow 
Slush 
Standing 
Water 
Ice 

Wet ice 

 

Table 1. Relationship between braking action reports and runway surface 
condition (contaminant type) 

NOTE: Under extremely cold temperatures, these relationships may be less 
reliable and braking capabilities may be better than represented. This table does 
not include any information pertaining to a runway that has been chemically 
treated or where a runway friction enhancing substance has been applied.” 
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